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EQUIVARIANT DEFORMATION QUANTIZATION AND COADJOINT
ORBIT METHOD
NAICHUNG CONAN LEUNG AND SHILIN YU
Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to apply deformation quantization to the study of the
coadjoint orbit method in the case of real reductive groups. We first prove some general results
on the existence of equivariant deformation quantization of vector bundles on closed Lagrangian
subvarieties, which lie in smooth symplectic varieties with Hamiltonian group actions. Then we
apply them to orbit method and construct nontrivial irreducible Harish-Chandra modules for
certain coadjoint orbits. Our examples include new geometric construction of representations
associated to certain orbits of real exceptional Lie groups.
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1. Introduction
1.1. History. The philosophy of coadjoint orbit method, as proposed by Kirillov and Kostant,
suggested that unitary representations of a Lie group GR are closely related with coadjoint orbits
in the dual g∗R of the Lie algebra gR of GR. It was observed by Kirillov, Kostant and Sorieau
that these coadjoint orbits are naturally equipped with symplectic structures induced by the
Lie bracket of gR. Therefore the path from coadjoint orbits to representations is an analogue
of the general idea of quantization of a classical mechanical system to a quantum mechanical
system, even though there is no universal mathematical definition of this term. In the case of
nilpotent Lie groups ([40]), solvable Lie groups of type I ([5]) and compact Lie groups, it is clear
what ‘quantization’ should mean: the unitary representations can be constructed as geometric
quantization of the orbits (cf. [41]).
When GR is a noncompact real reductive Lie group, however, the picture becomes more com-
plicated and mysterious. Geometric quantization still attaches representations to semisimple
orbits, but it is invalid in general for nilpotent orbits due to lack of good invariant polarizations.
Despite this, huge amount of efforts and progress have been made to attach representations to
nilpotent orbits. Motivated by the work and conjectures of Arthur [2, 3], Barbasch and Vo-
gan [9] proposed that certain unipotent representations should be attached to nilpotent orbits.
These representations are conjectured to be the building blocks of the unitary dual of GR, in
such a way that any irreducible unitary representation of GR can be constructed from the unipo-
tent representations (of subgroups) through the three standard procedures: taking parabolic
induction, cohomological induction and complementary series.
One special feature of the reductive case is a marvelous correspondence discovered by Kostant,
Sekiguchi [64] and later strengthened by Vergne [66]. Fix a maximal compact subgroupKR ofGR
with Lie algebra kR. For simplicity of the statements, we assume here that GR is contained in the
set of real points of a connected complex reductive Lie group G with Lie algebra g = (gR)C. More
precise conditions on the group GR will be addressed in the main body of the paper. Let K ⊂ G
be the complexification of KR with Lie algebra k = (kR)C. Then the Kostant-Sekiguchi-Vergne
(KSV) correspondence states that there is a bijection between the set of nilpotent GR-orbits in
g∗R and the set of K-orbits in p
∗ := (g/k)∗, and furthermore, diffeomorphisms between them.
Then it was noticed by Vogan [68] that the KSV correspondence has a bearing on orbit method.
He observed that a K-orbit Op in p
∗ is included as a closed Lagrangian subvariety in a G-orbit
O in g∗, which has a natural algebraic symplectic form by the construction of Kirillov-Kostant-
Sorieau. After analyzing the symplectic geometric information, Vogan conjectured that certain
admissible K-equivariant vector bundles on Op, which roughly are square roots of the canonical
bundle of Op, should correspond to unitarizable irreducible (g,K)-modules. The details of the
definitions and the conjecture will be given in § 2.3 and Conjecture 2.3.2. To give a slightly
more precise account, denote by codimC(∂Op,Op) the complex codimension of the boundary
∂Op = Op −Op in the closure Op of Op in p
∗. Then Vogan’s conjecture can be summarized as
follows.
Conjecture 1.1.1. Assume codimC(∂Op,Op) ≥ 2. Then for any admissible vector bundle E
over Op, there is an irreducible unitary representation π of GR, such that its space of K-finite
vectors is isomorphic to the space of algebraic sections of E as K-representations.
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A nilpotent K-orbit which admits at least one admissible vector bundle is called an admis-
sible orbit. Schwartz [63] showed that Vogan’s notion of admissibilty of nilpotent K-orbits is
equivalent to Duflo’s version for nilpotent GR-orbits in the original setting of orbit method
([30]). Therefore Vogan’s conjecture can be regarded as a reformulation of the original orbit
conjecture.
For complex reductive groups, the admissible condition means that the vector bundles are
flat. In this case, Barbasch and Vogan [9] provided a recipe to attach so-called special unipotent
representations to certain flat vector bundles on special nilpotent orbits in the sense of Lusztig
([51]). The case of real groups were discussed in [1, Chapter 27]. For both complex and
real classical groups, the dual pair correspondence discovered by Howe [38] has been proven a
powerful tool to construct unipotent representations. See for example [45, 39, 65, 8, 46, 36, 52].
1.2. Summary of method. The current paper is part of the expedition to a uniform construc-
tion of quantizations of coadjoint orbits via the intrinsic (symplectic) geometry of the orbits,
for both classical and exceptional Lie groups. Our method is based on the recent work of Losev
[49, 50], in which a new geometric approach to the orbit method for complex reductive Lie groups
has been given using deformation quantization. Besides geometric quantization, deformation
quantization is another mainstream formalization of quantization ([11, 10, 20, 31, 21]), which
focuses on the algebras of observables of a physical system (Heisenberg picture), while geometric
quantization emphasizes the spaces of states (Schro¨dinger picture). Many work have been done
in this direction, including Fedosov’s work [31] in the context of C∞-symplectic manifolds and
the work of Nest and Tsygan [57] in the context of holomorphic symplectic manifolds. The ex-
istence of deformation quantization of general Poisson manifolds were proven by the marvelous
work of Kontsevich ([42]). The most relevant work for our setting is that of Bezrukavnikov
and Kaledin [15], in which they considered deformation quantization of any smooth algebraic
symplectic variety X. By definition, a (formal) deformation quantization of X is a deformation
of the structure sheaf SX of X into a sheaf of noncommutative algebras S~ over the algebra
CJ~K of formal power series, such that the first-order piece of the deformed associative product
is determined by the Poisson bracket (see § 3.1). Given a complex reductive Lie group G, any
coadjoint G-orbit O is naturally a smooth algebraic symplectic variety as similar to the case of
real groups. Therefore it is natural to wonder if the construction in [15] can be applied to orbit
method.
The main difficulty lies in the following difference between the algebraic/holomorphic case
and the C∞-case: in the C∞-case the quantization always exists, while the existence in the al-
gebraic case is only ensured when the symplectic variety satisfies certain admissibility condition
(see (3.1.2)). The coadjoint orbits, however, are in general far from fulfilling this condition.
On the other hand, the closure O of O in g∗, even though singular, has nice birational geo-
metric properties. Its normalization X has the so-called symplectic singularities in the sense of
Beauville [13] ([12, 37, 61]). It was shown that X admits certain partial resolutions X˜ , so-called
Q-factorial terminalization (see, e.g., [32, 33, 54, 55, 56, 16]), such that its smooth locus X˜reg
does satisfy the admissibility condition (Prop. 7.1.2).
Another issue is that deformation quantization produces algebras over the formal power series
ring CJ~K instead of the polynomial ring C[~], and therefore one can not evaluate the algebras
at ~ = 1 directly. There are no general results on convergence of the deformed product. On
the other hand, there is the C×-action on any nilpotent orbit O, which is the square of the
rescaling action on g∗, such that the symplectic form has degree 2 under this action. We call
any such symplectic variety as a graded symplectic variety. In this case, Losev observed that
one can consider graded quantization S~ of SX , which admits a C
×-action lifting the C×-action
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on O (or rather X˜reg), such that the parameter ~ has positive weight. Then the space of C×-
finite vectors in the global sections of such S~ is a desired algebra over C[~] and the issue of
convergence disappears. Following the two observations above, Losev constructed quantizations
of X˜reg which restricts to quantizations of O. It leads to filtered deformations of the algebra
C[O] of regular functions on O. Moreover, these deformations are Diximier algebras in the
sense of Vogan [67]. In particular, they are Harish-Chandra modules for the complex group G
(regarded as real group). In the case of special rigid orbits, Losev’s representations coincide
with the special unipotent representations of Barbasch-Vogan (see [49, § 4.3]).
In this paper, we extend Losev’s method to study Vogan’s orbit conjecture for real reductive
Lie groups. An additional ingredient is deformation quantization of Lagrangian subvarieties
[7, 6]. Suppose X is a general smooth symplectic variety and Y is a closed smooth Lagrangian
subvariety of X. Given a (deformation) quantization S~ of X and a vector bundle E over Y , a
quantization of E is a sheaf E~ of S~-modules, flat over CJ~K, with an isomorphism E~/~E~ ∼=
(iY )∗E as SX -modules, where iY : Y →֒ X denotes the inclusion. Such an quantization
has the features of both geometric quantization (state spaces) and deformation quantization
(observables). The papers [7, 6] gave sufficient and necessary conditions on E and S~ for
the existence of E~. For our purpose, we need to promote their constructions into certain
equivariant versions. Similar to Losev’s construction, we assume that X is a graded smooth
symplectic variety. Suppose that the Lagrangian subvariety Y is preserved by the C×-action
and that the C×-action lifts to an action on the vector bundle E. In this case, we say that E or
the pair (Y,E) is graded. If the C×-action lifts to a quantization E~ of E compatible with the
C×-action on S~, then we say that E~ with the C
×-action is a graded quantization of the pair
(Y,E).
One of the main results in this paper is that graded quantization exists under certain natural
assumptions. To give a brief account, we need the convenient language of Picard algebroids, cf.
[14, Defn. 2.1.3]. Namely, a Picard algebroid on Y is a Lie algebroid T which fits into a short
exact sequence
0→ SY → T → TY → 0,
and the anchor map T → TY and the inclusion SY →֒ T are parts of the data. A standard
example is the sheaf T (L) of first-order algebraic differential operators acting on a line bundle
L over Y . However, the main feature of Picard algebroids is that they do not necessarily come
from line bundles. One can define a vector space structure on the set of isomorphism classes of
Picard algebroids over Y , such that the scalar multiplication n ·T (L) by any integer n of T (L)
is the Picard algebroid T (L⊗n) of the tensor line bundle L⊗n. When Y admits a C×-action, it
is natural to consider Picard algebroids with C×-action, which we call graded Picard algebroids.
According to [6] (cf. § 4), by descending to the first-order part, a usual (ungraded) quantiza-
tion S~ of X defines a Picard algebroid T
+(S~, Y ) over Y . Moreover, the S~-module structure
on a quantization E~ of E gives rise to an action of T
+(S~, Y ) on E, which splits into two pieces
of information:
(D1) an isomorphism T +(S~, Y ) →
1
rT (det(E)) of Picard algebroids, where det(E) is the
determinant line bundle of E and r is the rank of E, and
(D2) an algebriac flat connection on the projectivization P(E) of E.
If we are in the graded case, all the related Picard algebroids are naturally graded and so it
is natural to require that the isomorphism in (D1) is C×-equivariant. The flat connection in
(D2) also needs to be C×-equivariant. In order to reconstruct the full quantization, however,
we need some additional mild assumption on this flat connection. The flat connection lifts the
infinitesimal action of C on Y to a Lie algebra C-action on P(E). On the other hand, the
C×-action on E differentiates into a C-action on P(E). We say that the flat connection on P(E)
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is strong if these two k-actions coincide. If this happens, Theorem 4.3.3 states that one can
construct a unique graded quantization E~ from the data (D1) and (D2), which we summarize
briefly below.
Theorem 1.2.1. Let (X,ω) be a graded smooth symplectic variety and let S~ be any graded
quantization of (X,ω). Suppose Y is a closed Lagrangian subvariety in X preserved by the
C×-action and E is a graded vector bundle or rank k over Y . Assume that the projectivization
P(E) of E admits a strong flat algebraic connection. Then any C×-equivariant isomorphism
T +(S~, Y ) →
1
rT (det(E)) of graded Picard algebroids gives rise to a unique graded quantiza-
tion E~ of E, and vice versa.
We remark that, In the general ungraded setting of [7, 6], the set of (equivalence classes of)
all possible quantizations is too big for applications in orbit method: it admits a free action of
an infinite dimensional group (cf. Thm 4.1.2, (2), Thm 4.3.1, (2)). At each order of ~, there are
different choices how one can lift the quantization to the next stage. On the other hand, the
main feature of graded quantizations considered in Theorem 1.2.1 is that they are determined
completely by their zeroth and first-order information (cf. Thm 4.2.2, Thm 4.3.3). This is a
great advantage when we consider equivariant quantizations.
Suppose now that there is an algebraic group K acting on Y and E. Natural questions
are whether the K-action lifts to a K-action on E~ and whether the lifting is unique. First
observe that, if such lift exists, then all the data in (D1) and (D2) have to be all K-equivariant.
We discover that, if one only considers graded quantization with K-action that commute with
the C×-action, then these assumptions are enough for existence and uniqueness of the K-action
(Prop 6.1.2). Here requiring the K-action to commute with the C×-action is crucial. The slogan
is: the more restrictive the requirements are, the easier the lifting of the equivariant structure
can be constructed. In fact, this philosophy is adopted in various parts of the paper. Another
example, which is also one of the main results, concerns relationship between Hamiltonian group
actions and quantizations. If the symplectic variety X is equipped with a Hamiltonian G-action,
we can consider an even quantization S~ of X in the sense of Losev (Defn 3.2.2), which is a
graded quantization equipped with a Z/2Z-action commuting with the C×-action. The Z/2Z-
action is generated by an involutory anti-automorphism ǫ : S~ → S~ that is identity modulo
~ and sends ~ to −~. Then, under the assumption that the C×-action on the space Γ(X,SX)
of regular functions on X has no negative weights, the G-action on X can be lifted uniquely to
a G-action on S~, which commutes with the C
× × Z/2Z (Cor 3.3.2). Moreover, the classical
moment map can also be lifted to a symmetrized quantized moment map µ∗~ : g → Γ(X,S~)
(Defn 3.4.1, Defn 3.4.2) which is compatible with both the even structure and the G-action
(Prop 3.4.4). In this case we say that S~ is a symmetrized Hamiltonian quantization of X. We
want to point out that existence of quantized moment map has been known in the C∞-setting
(e.g., [35, 70]) since long time ago, but all these results require additional assumptions on the
topology of the manifold or the group. Our results handle much broader situations and therefore
are of independent interest. For instance, in our setting the group G can be disconnected and
does not necessarily have to be reductive (see Remark 3.4.5).
Assume now that a subgroup K ⊂ G preserves the Lagrangian subvariety Y and acts on the
vector bundle E. TheK-action differentiates to a Lie algebra k-action on E~. On the other hand,
the restriction of the quantized moment map µ∗~ to k also gives a second k-action. If these two
k-actions coincide, we call such a quantization with the K-action as a Hamiltonian quantization
of (Y,E). Note that in this case, the mere K-equivariant structures on the Picard algebroids in
(D1) are not enough. We need Lie algebra maps from k into the global sections of the Picard
algebroids, whose adjoint actions coincide with the differential of the K-action. Such structures
are called strong k-actions on the Picard algebroids. For instance, if L is a K-equivariant line
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bundle then T (L) carries a natural strong k-action. The strong k-actions are also compatible
with scalar multiplication of Picard algebroids. We also need additional assumptions on the
K-actions on P(E). Our next result is the existence of Hamiltonian quantization summarized
below (see § 6.2 and Theorem 6.2.5).
Theorem 1.2.2. Let X, Y be as in Theorem 1.2.1. In addition, assume that X admits a
Hamiltonian action of an algebraic group G and S~ is a symmetrized Hamiltonian quantization
of X. Let E be a graded K-equivariant vector bundle of rank r over Y , such that P(E) is
equipped with a strong flat connection. Then there exists a graded Hamiltonian quantization
E~ of E equipped with a K-equivariant structure α~, if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(1) the vector fields generated by the K-action on P(E) is horizontal with respect to the
strong flat connection;
(2) there exists an isomorphism 12T (KY )
∼
−→ 1rT (det(E)) of graded Picard algebroids which
intertwines the natural strong k-action on 12T (KY ) and the strong k-action on
1
rT (det(E))
induced by α.
In this case, the set of isomorphism classes of Hamiltonian quantization of E is in bijection
with the set of isomorphisms in (2).
We call such a quantization as a Hamiltonian quantization of the pair (Y,E). An immediate
consequence is a (g,K)-module structure on the C×-finite part of global sections of E~ restricted
evaluated at ~ = 1. Note that all the results above are still valid if C and C× are replaced by
k and Gm = k
× for any field k of characteristic zero. In the main body of the paper we will
state our results for general k until § 7.
In apply § 7 we apply the general results to the the study of Conjecture 1.1.1. Given any K-
orbit Y = Op from the conjecture, it is naturally embedded in a G-orbit X = O. We first take
Losev’s even quantization S~ of O. It turns out that that the natural C
×-action on O not only
preserves Op, but also lifts to an action on any admissible vector bundle E in Vogan’s conjecture,
which commutes with the K-action (which is unique up to a degree shift, see §2.4). Note that
square root of KY show up in both Vogan’s conjecture and Theorem 1.2.2. In fact, we will check
that the C×-action and the K-action satisfy all the assumptions of Theorem 1.2.2. Therefore
there exists a unique graded Hamiltonian quantization E~ with K-equivariant structure. Let
M~ be the C
×-finite part of Γ(Op, E~). Then by the definition of Hamiltonian quantization, the
module M := M~|~=1 is naturally a (g,K)-module, where the g-module structure is induced
by the quantized moment map µ∗~ and the K-module structure comes from the K-action on E~.
We prove the following result (cf. Theorem 7.2.3 and Proposition 7.3.1).
Theorem 1.2.3. The (g,K)-module M constructed above is an admissible Harish-Chandra
module of GR. Moreover, if codimC(∂Op,Op) ≥ 3, then the associated variety of the Harish-
Chandra module M is Op.
In § 7.4, we list all admissible orbits of real exceptional groups satisfying the condition on
codimension in Theorem 1.2.3. One interesting feature of the Harish-Chandra module M we
built is a canonical good filtration coming from the grading on M~. In § 7.5, we relate this
filtration to another filtration in the work of Schmid and Vilonen [62].
1.3. Outline. Here is the structure of the paper. In § 2 we review basic knowledge about nilpo-
tent coadjoint orbits and state Vogan’s version of the orbit conjecture. In § 3 we review the
work of Berzukavnikov-Kaledin and Losev on the algebraic and graded deformation quantiza-
tion. We present our results on equivariant quantization and quantized moment maps in § 3.3
and § 3.4. In § 4, we review quantization of Lagrangian subvarieties and state its grade versions.
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The proofs will appear in § 5.3 and § 5.4, after we review formal geometry and the language of
Harish-Chandra torsors after [15] and [7] in § 5.1 and § 5.2. In § 6 we consider equivariant quan-
tization of Lagrangian subvarieties (Prop 6.1.2) and its compatibility with quantized moment
map (Theorem 6.2.5). Finally, we apply all the previous results to construct quantization of
nilpotent orbits in § 7.
Notation 1.3.1. We denote by k a base field of characteristic zero and K = kJ~K. We write
⊗ = ⊗
k
for tensor over k and ⊗̂ for completed tensor. We denote by Gm = k
× the multiplicative
group. We usually use SX to denote the structure sheaves of a variety X. We denote by
GL~(r) = GL(r,K) resp. PGL~(r) = PGL(r,K) the K-valued points of the group GL(r) resp.
PGL(r) respectively and by gl~(r) resp. pgl~(r) their Lie algebras.
Acknowledgements. The paper would have never appeared without the inspiration from the
work of Ivan Losev. We appreciate his answers to numerous questions about his work. We are
grateful to Baohua Fu for explanation of his and relevant work on singularities of nilpotent orbit
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for teaching us about representation theory and unipotent representations. The second author
is also indebted to Binyong Sun for the hospitality during his visit to the Chinese Academy
of Sciences and stimulating discussions throughout the project. The work of the first author
described in this paper was substantially supported by grants from the Research Grants Council
of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, China (Project No. CUHK14303516) and a
CUHK direct grant (Project No. CUHK 4053289). The second author was partially supported
by the US National Science Foundation 1564398.
2. Preliminaries on orbit method
2.1. Nilpotent orbits. We review some basic facts about nilpotent orbits, whose details can
be found in [68, § 6] and [19]. Let g be a complex reductive Lie algebra and G be a complex
reductive Lie group with Lie algebra g. Choose a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear Then the
non-degenerate Killing form identifies g with g∗ as G-representations. Therefore it is the same
to study adjoint G-orbits in g as to study coadjoint G-orbits in g∗. Recall that a triple {H,X, Y }
in g is said to be a standard triple if it satisfies the relations:
[H,X] = 2X, [H,Y ] = −2Y, [X,Y ] = H. (2.1.1)
We call the element H (resp. X, Y ) the neutral (resp. nilpositive, nilnegative) element. It is
known that H must be a semisimple element. An standard example is sl(2,C), which is spanned
by
H0 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, X0 =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, Y0 =
(
0 0
1 0
)
. (2.1.2)
Then {H0,X0, Y0} satisfies the relations (2.1.1) and is therefore a standard triple of sl(2,C). We
see that a standard triple {H,X, Y } in g is equivalent to a (complex) Lie algebra homomorphism
φ : sl(2,C)→ g satisfying
φ(H0) = H, φ(X0) = X, φ(Y0) = Y.
Theorem 2.1.1 (Jacobson-Morozov). If X is a nonzero nilpotent element of g, then it is the
nilpositive element of some standard triple.
Theorem 2.1.2 (Kostant). Any two standard triples {H,X, Y } and {H ′,X, Y ′} with the same
nilpositive element are conjugate by an element of GXad, the centralizer of X in the adjoint group
Gad of g.
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Theorem 2.1.1 and Theorem 2.1.2 combined imply that there is a bijection from the set of
G-conjugacy classes of standard triples in g to the set of nilpotent adjoint G-orbits in g, which
sends {H,X, Y } to the orbit OX = G ·X ⊂ g.
Let GR be a real reductive Lie group in the sense of [68, Defn 6.1]. Let gR be the Lie algebra
of GR and let g be the complexification of gR. Let KR be a maximal compact subgroup of
GR with Lie algebra kR. The corresponding Cartan involution is denoted by θ. The associated
Cartan decomposition is gR = kR ⊕ pR, with the complexification g = k⊕ p. If {hθ, xθ, yθ} is a
standard triple in g such that
θ(hθ) = hθ, θ(xθ) = −xθ, θ(yθ) = −yθ, (2.1.3)
that is, hθ ∈ k, xθ, yθ ∈ p, then we say that {hθ, xθ, yθ} is a normal (standard) triple. We have
the follwoing analogue of Theorem 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 ([43]).
Theorem 2.1.3. Any nonzero nilpotent element X ∈ p is the nilpositive element of a normal
triple.
Theorem 2.1.4. Any two normal triples {hθ, xθ, yθ} and {h
′
θ, x
′
θ, y
′
θ} with the same nilpositive
element are conjugate by an element of KXad, the centralizer of X in the adjoint group Kad of
the complex Lie algebra k.
In other words, there is a bijection from the set of K-conjugacy classes of normal triples in g
to the set of nilpotent orbits in p, which sends {hθ, xθ, yθ} to the orbit Op = Kad · xθ ⊂ p ∼= p
∗.
Just like the case of standard triples, we can also repackage normal triples in terms of Lie algebra
homomorphisms. Choose the Cartan involution θ0 of sl(2,C) defined by
θ0(Z) = −
tZ, Z ∈ sl(2,C), (2.1.4)
where tZ denotes the transpose of matrices. We put
h0 =
(
0 i
−i 0
)
, x0 =
1
2
(
1 −i
−i −1
)
, y0 =
1
2
(
1 i
i −1
)
. (2.1.5)
Then the triple {h0, x0, y0} is a normal triple in sl(2,C) with respect to the involution θ0. A
normal triple in g is then equivalent to a Lie algebra homomorphism φ : sl(2,C)→ g such that
θ ◦ φ = φ ◦ θ0.
Denote by σ the complex conjugation of g with respect to the real form gR. We also have
the complex conjugation σ0 on sl(2,C) with respect to the real form sl(2,R), which acts on the
triple {h0, x0, y0} by:
σ0(h0) = −h0, σ0(x0) = y0, σ0(y0) = x0. (2.1.6)
We introduce the following notations following [71, § 6.2]. Denote by Mor(sl(2,C), g) the set of
all (complex) Lie algebra homomorphisms φ : sl(2,C)→ g. Define the sets
Morθ(sl(2,C), g) = {φ ∈ Mor(sl(2,C), g) | θ ◦ φ = φ ◦ θ0},
Morσ(sl(2,C), g) = {φ ∈ Mor(sl(2,C), g) | σ ◦ φ = φ ◦ σ0}, and
Morσ,θ(sl(2,C), g) = Morσ(sl(2,C), g) ∩Morθ(sl(2,C), g).
(2.1.7)
Note that Morσ(sl(2,C), g) is nothing but the set of all real Lie algebra homomorphisms
sl(2,R)→ gR.
Proposition 2.1.5. Suppose φ ∈ Mor(sl(2,C), g). Define a standard triple {H,X, Y } by
H = φ(H0), X = φ(X0), Y = φ(Y0).
Then the following hold.
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(1) We have a graded decomposition
g =
⊕
k∈Z
g(k), (2.1.8)
where
g(k) := {Z ∈ g | [H,Z] = kZ}, ∀ k ∈ Z. (2.1.9)
(2) Put
l = g(0) and u =
⊕
k>0
g(k), (2.1.10)
then q = l⊕ u is a Levi decomposition of a parabolic subalgebra of g.
(3) According to the grading in (2.1.8), the centralizer gX has a graded decomposition
gX = lX ⊕
⊕
k>0
g(k)X = lX ⊕ uX . (2.1.11)
(4) The subalgebra lX = gH,X is equal to gφ, the centralizer in g of the image of φ. It is a
reductive subalgebra of g and the decomposition (2.1.11) is a Levi decomposition of gX .
Similar results hold for normal triples.
Proposition 2.1.6. Suppose φ ∈ Morθ(sl(2,C), g). Define a normal triple {hθ, xθ, yθ} by
hθ = φθ(h0), xθ = φθ(x0), yθ = φθ(y0).
Then the following hold.
(1) The parabolic subalgebra q = l⊕ u constructed as in (2.1.10) with respect to hθ is stable
under the involution θ.
(2) If we define
LK := K
hθ , UK := exp(u ∩ k), QK := LKUK , (2.1.12)
then QK is the parabolic subgroup constructed as in (2.1.10) of K with respect to hθ.
(3) We have Kxθ ⊂ QK and that K
xθ respects the Levi decomposition
Kxθ = LxθK U
xθ
K . (2.1.13)
(4) The group LxθK = K
hθ,xθ is equal to Kφθ , the centralizer in K of the image of φθ. It is
a reductive algebraic subgroup of K. The subgroup UxθK is simply connected unipotent.
In particular, the decomposition in (2.1.13) is a Levi decomposition of Kxθ .
Finally, by choosing a suitable G-(resp. GR-)invariant symmetric complex (resp. real) bilinear
form on g (resp. gR), one can identify nilpotent adjoint G-orbits (resp. nilpotent adjoint K-
orbits) in g (resp., p) with nilpotent coadjoint G-orbits (resp. nilpotent coadjoint K-orbits)
in g∗ (resp., p∗). See [68, § 6] for details. Therefore we can seamlessly switch between adjoint
orbits and coadjoint orbits.
2.2. Kostant-Sekiguchi-Vergne correspondence. Let GR be as in § 2.1. Sekiguchi [64] and
Kostant (unpublished) established a bijection between the set of nilpotent GR-orbits in gR ∼= g
∗
R
and the set of nilpotent K-orbits in p ∼= p∗. The precise statement is as follows.
Theorem 2.2.1. Let GR be a real reductive Lie group with Cartan involution θ and its corre-
sponding maximal compact subgroup KR with complexification K. Let σ be the complex conju-
gation on the complexification g of gR. The the following sets are in 1− 1 correspondence.
(a) GR-orbits on the cone NR of nilpotent elements in gR;
(b) GR-conjugacy classes of elements in Mor
σ(sl(2,C), g);
(c) KR-conjugacy classes of elements in Mor
σ,θ(sl(2,C), g);
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(d) K-conjugacy classes of elements in Morθ(sl(2,C), g);
(e) K-orbits on the cone Nθ of nilpotent elements in p.
We remark that Vergne [66] showed the even stronger result that any two orbits related under
this bijection are in fact diffeomorphic by using Kronheimer’s instanton flow [44]. We call all
the results above combined as the Kostant-Seikiguchi-Vergne (KSV) correspondence.
2.3. Admissible orbit data. We follow [68] to define the so-called admissible orbit data.
Suppose that GR is a real reductive Lie group of Harish-Chandra class in the sense of [68, Defn,
5.21, Defn. 6.1]. Suppose x ∈ p∗ ∼= p is a (non-zero) nilpotent element. Let Op = K · x be the
associated nilpotent K-orbit in p∗. Let Kx be the isotropy subgroup of K at x with Lie algebra
kx. Define a character γ : Kx → C× by
γ(k) := det(Ad(k)|(k/kx)∗). (2.3.1)
Then the associated line bundle
K ×Kx Cγ → K/K
x ∼= Op
is nothing but the canonical bundle of Op. An irreducible representation (χ, Vχ) of K
x is said
to be admissible if the differential of χ equals 12dγ times the identity, i.e.,
dχ(Z) =
1
2
tr(ad(Z)|(k/kx)∗) · IdVχ , ∀ Z ∈ k
x. (2.3.2)
Then there is a K-equivariant algebraic vector bundle
Vχ = K ×Kx Vχ → K/K
x ∼= Op (2.3.3)
over the nilpotent orbit Op. If such a χ exists, we say that (x, χ) is a (nilpotent) admissible
orbit datum and that the orbit Op is admissible. Note that the notion of admissibility depends
not only on the Lie algebras but also the groups.
Denote by codimC(∂Op,Op) the complex codimension of the boundary ∂Op = Op − Op in
the closure Op of Op in p
∗.
Definition 2.3.1. A nilpotent K-orbit Op is called a Vogan orbit if codimC(∂Op,Op) ≥ 2.
Conjecture 2.3.2 ([68], Conjecture 12.1). Let GR be a real reductive Lie group of Harish-
Chandra class. Suppose (x, χ) is a nilpotent admissible orbit datum such that the nilpotent
K-orbit Op = K ·x is a Vogan orbit. Then there is an irreducible unitary representation π(x, χ)
of GR, such that its space of K-finite vectors is isomorphic to the space of algebraic sections of
Vχ as K-representations.
2.4. C×-actions on admissible vector bundles. There is a natural C×-action on any nilpo-
tent K-orbit Op = K ·x which commutes with the K-action. It is the restriction of a C
×-action
on the G-orbit O = G ·x ⊂ g defined in [18, Lemma 1.3] and can be defined in exactly the same
way. Moreover To define it, recall that by Theorem 2.1.3 there exist h ∈ k, y ∈ p such that the
normal triple {h, x, y} spans an sl(2,C)-subalgebra of g and in particular satisfies [h, x] = 2x.
Moreover, the bijection between part (c) and (d) in Theorem 2.2.1 implies that we can always
choose h such that h ∈ ikR. Therefore the subgroup C := exp(Ch) in K generated by h is
the complexification of the compact circle subgroup exp(iRh) ⊂ KR, therefore C is a copy of
C×. Note that C normalizes Kx, so there is a well-defined left action of C on the quotient
K/Kx = Op by
z · [k] := [y · z−1], ∀ z ∈ C, k ∈ K,
where [k] denotes the coset in K/Kx represented by k. The homomorphism
s : C× → C/(C ∩Kx), exp t 7→ exp(th), (2.4.1)
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defines an action of C× on Op, where exp(th) denotes the image of exp(th) ∈ C in C/(C ∩Kx).
Since [h, x] = 2x, this action coincides with the square of the Euler rescaling action of C× on
Op as a subvariety of the vector space p and therefore s is well-defined. In particular, we get
a Z-grading on the function ring C[Op] compatible with the algebra structure. Moreover, the
grading is nonnegative by [18, Prop. 1.4].
Given any admissible orbit datum (x, χ), we now show that there are also naturally defined
C×-actions on the vector bundle Vχ commuting with its K-action, which lift the C
×-action on
Op. These actions will determine a grading on the space of global sections Γ(Op,Vχ) of Vχ,
unique up to degree shift. Since the subgroup C normalizes Kx, we can define the semi-direct
product group F := Kx ⋊ C. Recall that there is a semidirect decomposition Kx = LxKU
x
K as
in Proposition 2.1.6, (4), such that C commutes with LxK and C normalizes U
x
K . We want to
extend the representation χ of Kx uniquely to a representation χ˜ of F on the same vector space
Vχ. For this purpose, we need to define the value of χ˜ on C. Note that the restriction of the
character γ in (2.3.1) to the unipotent subgroup UxK is trivial and therefore the action of U
x
K
on Vχ is also trivial. Moreover, the group C commutes with L
x
K . Thus χ can be extended if
and only if we choose χ˜|C to be a one parameter subgroup of GL(Vχ) which commutes with all
elements in the subgroup χ(LxK). When χ is irreducible on Vχ, the only possibility is that χ˜|C
acts by a character C → C×. Conversely, any character satisfies the requirement.
We let F acts on the product K × Vχ diagonally. This action descends to an action of
C ∼= F/Kx on K ×Kx Vχ = Vχ which commutes with the K-action on Vχ. Different choices of
the character χ˜|C only result in a twist of the C-action. Note that in general the quotient map
C → C/(C ∩Kx) is a nontrivial cover and the homomorphism s : C× → C/(C ∩Kx) in (2.4.1)
does not necessarily lift to a homomorphism C× → C. One can always adjust χ˜|C so that the
C-action on Vχ descends to an action of C/(C ∩K
x), and hence C× acts on K ×Kx Vχ = Vχ
via s : C× → C/(C ∩Kx). Alternatively, we can fix χ˜|C to be the trivial character and allow
ourselves to talk about gradings with fractions, i.e., we get a (Z + 1n)-grading on the C[Op]-
module Γ(Op,Vχ) for some nonzero integer n, which is compatible with the Z-grading on C[Op].
The constructions of graded quantization of Lagrangian subvarieties in § 4 still apply in this
case without any change. Lastly, note that different choices of the character χ˜|C only cause a
degree shift on the grading of Γ(Op,Vχ).
3. Deformation quantization
3.1. Quantization of symplectic structures. Throughout the paper, k is a fixed field of
characteristic zero. We denote by K := kJ~K the algebra of formal power series in the parameter
~. The results in § 3 - 6 work for general k. Later in § 7 we will set k to be C when we come
back to the orbit conjecture.
We review deformation quantization in the algebraic context from [15]. Note that the holo-
morphic case was previously studied by Nest and Tsygan in [57]. Fix a base scheme S which is
of finite type over k. An S-manifold X is a scheme X/S of finite type and smooth over S. We
denote by Ω•X/S the relative de Rham complex. Its hypercohomology groups are the relative de
Rham cohomology groups H•DR(X/S). By a symplectic form of X/S, we mean a closed non-
degenerate relative form ω ∈ H0(X,Ω2X/S). Such an ω induces an (relative) algebraic Possion
bracket {−,−} on the structure sheaf SX of X. A (deformation) quantization of (X,ω) is the
data consisting of
• a sheaf S~ of flat associative K-algebras on X with multiplication ∗, complete in the
~-adic topology,
• an isomorphism ι : S~/~S~ → SX of sheaves of commutative algebras,
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such that, if f and g are two functions over some open subset of X with arbitrary liftings f˜ and
g˜ in S~, the image of the commutator
[f˜ , g˜] = f˜ ∗ g˜ − g˜ ∗ f˜ ∈ ~S~
in ~S~/~
2S~ ∼= S~/~S~ ∼= SX is equal to the Poisson bracket {f, g}. There is an obvious
definition of equivalent quantizations. We are particularly interested in the case when X is a
smooth symplectic variety.
Remark 3.1.1. To simplify notations, we will only consider the case when S = Speck most of
the time and omit S from the formulae. However, all results still work in the relative setting,
which will be useful in the formulation of quantization with equivariant structures (e.g, § 3.2,
3.4). We will make remarks about the relative case when necessary.
For a C∞-symplectic manifoldM , Fedosov showed that deformation quantization ofM always
exists and can be classified by certain cohomology classes. Bezrukavnikov and Kaledin [15]
reformulated Fedosov’s approach for algebraic schemes/varieties in terms of the language of
formal geometry (5). Let X be a smooth symplectic variety with symplectic 2−form ω. Denote
by Q(X,ω) the set of equivalence classes of quantizations of (X,ω). There exists a canonical
(noncommutative) period map
Per : Q(X,ω)→ ~−1H2DR(X)J~K, (3.1.1)
where H2DR(X)J~K denotes the ~-adic completion of H
2
DR(X) ⊗K ([15, Defn 4.1]). The variety
X is said to be admissible if the canonical map
H iDR(X)→ H
i(X,SX ) (3.1.2)
is surjective for i = 1, 2. This condition was also obtained In this case, it was shown in [15,
Thm 1.8] that the period map is injective, i.e., the period Per(S~) classifies the quantization
S~. Moreover, the image of the period map lies in ~
−1[ω] +H2DR(X)J~K, i.e., Per(S~) of any
quantization S~ as a formal power series has constant term [ω]. Let Ω
≥1
X denote the truncated
de Rham complex of X,
0→ Ω1X → Ω
2
X → · · · ,
which is considered as a subcomplex of the algebraic de Rham complex (Ω•X , d). We have a
short exact sequence of graded complexes
0→ Ω≥1X → Ω
•
X → SX → 0.
Taking cohomology gives a long exact sequence
· · · → H•(X,Ω≥1X )→ H
•
DR(X)→ H
•(X,SX )→ · · · ,
where the first canonical map is denoted by
H•(X,Ω≥1X )→ H
•
DR(X), λ 7→ λDR.
If X is admissible, the group H2F (X) := H
2(X,Ω≥1X ) coincides with the kernel of the natural
map H2DR(X)→ H
2(X,SX ). The main result of [18] is the following:
Theorem 3.1.2. Pick any splitting P : H2DR(X) ։ H
2
F (X) of the inclusion H
2
F (X) →֒
H2DR(X). Then the map S~ 7→ P (Per(S~)− ~
−1[ω]) defines a bijection Q(X,ω)
∼
−→ H2F (X)J~K.
We will the review the definition of the noncommutative period map Per in § 3.2, which relies
on preliminaries in § 5.1.
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3.2. Graded quantization. We recall the definition of graded quantizations from [48, Section
2.2]. Suppose a smooth symplectic variety X over the field k admits a Gm-action such that the
symplectic form ω has degree 2 with respect to the Gm-action: the form t.ω = t
∗ω obtained
from ω by the push-forward via the automorphism induced by t ∈ k× equals t2ω. In this case
we say that (X,ω) is graded. Note that the weight 2 can be replaced by any positive integer
and the results of the paper are still valid.
Definition 3.2.1. A quantization S~ of SX is said to be graded if the Gm-action on X lifts
to a Gm-action on S~ by algebra automorphisms such that t.~ = t
2~ (i.e., deg ~ = 2) and
the isomorphism S~/~S~ ∼= SX is Gm-equivariant. We require isomorphisms between graded
quantizations to be Gm-equivariant.
Losev constructed a natural Gm-action on the set Q(X,ω) such that isomorphism classes of
graded quantizations correspond to Gm-fixed points in Q(X,ω). Note the inverse is less obvious,
i.e., that a quantization S~ such that [S~] ∈ Q(X,ω) is Gm-stable has a graded structure. It
is also true that two graded quantizations are Gm-equivariantly isomorphic if and only if they
are isomorphic as usual quantizations. See [48, § 2.2] for details. Thus we can simply identify
the set of isomorphism classes of graded quantizations with Q(X,ω)Gm , the Gm-fixed set of
Q(X,ω). Moreover, Losev showed that the period map is Gm-equivariant, if one defines the
Gm-action on ~
−1H2DR(X)J~K such that ~ has weight 2. Note that ω is exact by Cartan’s magic
formula. For the same reason, the induced action of Gm on H
•
DR(X) is trivial.
We also need the notion of even quantization from [48], which will play important roles in
the remaining part of the paper.
Definition 3.2.2. A quantizationS~ is said to be even, if there is an involutory anti-automorphism
ǫ : S~ → S~ that is identity modulo ~ and sends ~ to −~. The involution ǫ is referred as the
parity involution. We say that the pair (S~, ǫ) is an even quantization. If S~ is a graded
quantization, we require ǫ to be Gm-equivariant.
Remark 3.2.3. It is straightforward from the definition that the involution ǫ, if exists, is unique
up to C×-equivariant automorphisms of S~.
The following result is due to Losev (Prop. 2.3.2, [48]).
Proposition 3.2.4. Let (X,ω) be a graded smooth symplectic variety. Then
(1) If S~ ∈ Q(X,ω) is graded, then Per(S~) ∈ H
2
DR(X,k) ⊂ ~
−1H2DR(X)J~K.
(2) If S~ is even, then Per(S~) = ~
−1[ω] = 0.
(3) If X is, in addition, admissible, then a graded quantization S~ is even if and only if
Per(S~) = 0.
If a quantization S~ is even, there might be many different parity involutions ǫ. Similar
to the case of graded quantization, one can show that for any graded even quantization S~,
any two parity involutions are conjugated by a graded automorphism of S~. Moreover, we
will prove Proposition 3.3.1 in § 3.4, which implies that such automorphism is unique. Now
if H1(X,SX ) = H
2(X,SX) = 0, then X is admissible and H
2
F (X)
∼= H2DR(X). Therefore it
follows from Theorem 3.1.2 and Proposition 3.2.4 that
Corollary 3.2.5. Let (X,ω) be a smooth symplectic variety with a Gm-action as above. Suppose
H1(X,SX ) = H
2(X,SX ) = 0. Then the period map Per identifies the set of isomorphism
classes of graded quantizations of X with H2DR(X) ⊂ ~
−1H2DR(X)J~K.
In fact, in most applications we haveH1(X,SX ) = H
2(X,SX ) = 0. For the rest of the paper,
we will always assume X satisfies this condition unless otherwise mentioned. It is convenient
to make the following definition.
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Definition 3.2.6. A smooth symplectic variety (X,ω) is said to be strongly admissible if it
satisfies the condition that H1(X,SX ) = H
2(X,SX) = 0.
Remark 3.2.7. The notions of graded and even quantization still work in the relative setting. One
only needs to require that S admits a Gm-action and that the map X → S is Gm-equivariant.
See [48, § 2.2] for details.
3.3. Equivariant quantization. Throughout this section, we make the following assumption
on the Gm-action X:
(W) The Gm-action on Γ(X,SX ) has no negative weights.
Let G be any algebraic group over k. Suppose G acts on X and the action preserves the
symplectic form ω and commutes with the Gm-action. A natural question to ask is whether
the G-action can be lifted to an action on a given quantization S~ of (X,ω). More precisely,
let β : G×X → X be the action map, let pX : G×X → X be the projection onto X, and let
pG : G×X → G be the projection onto G. Define β
∗S~ := β
−1S~ ⊗̂K p
−1
G J~K and similarly for
p∗X . A G-equivariant structure on S~ is an isomorphism β
∗S~ ∼= p
∗
XS~ as sheaves of p
−1
G SGJ~K-
algebras, which is compatible with the isomorphism β∗SX ∼= p
∗
XSX given by the G-action on
X, and satisfies the natural cocycle condition. We can think of such structure as a G-action on
S~, denoted as β~. Note that both β
∗S~ and p
∗
XS~ are naturally quantization of G×X over G
with the relative symplectic form p∗Xω. The Gm-action on G ×X is defined as the product of
the trivial action on G and the given action β on X. When S~ is graded or even, so are β
∗S~
and p∗XS~. In these cases, we require β
∗S~ ∼= p
∗
XS~ to be equivariant with respect to the Gm
or Gm × Z/2Z-action.
We first make the following key observation. Let Der(S~) be the sheaf of (continous) K-linear
derivations of S~ and let H be the sheaf of vector fields which are locally Hamiltonian (see [18,
(3.3)]). They both admit natural Gm-actions. Note that there is a canonical Gm-equivariant
isomorphism between Der(S~)/~Der(S~) and H. Consider the short exact sequence of graded
sheaves
0→ k→ SX → ~H → 0, (3.3.1)
where the map SX → ~H is defined by f 7→ ~{f,−}, and k is the constant sheaf with coefficient
k. Note that the map SX → ~H is Gm-equivariant since the Poisson bracket has degree −2.
By the associated long exact sequence of sheaf cohomology and the assumption (W) about
the Gm-action on X, the induced Gm-action on Γ(X, ~Der(S~)/~
2Der(S~)) ∼= Γ(X, ~H) has
no negative weights. For the same reason, Γ(X, ~pDer(S~)/~
p+1Der(S~)) ∼= Γ(X, ~
pH) has
only positive weights for each p ≥ 2. Then an induction argument shows that zero is the only
Gm-invariant section in Γ(X, ~
2Der(S~)).
Proposition 3.3.1. Assume the condition ((W)). Then the identity map is the only Gm ×
Z/2Z-equivariant K-linear automorphism of an even quantization (S~, ǫ) which descends to the
identity map on SX mod ~ is the identity automorphism.
Proof. Any automorphism of S~ which descends to the identity map on SX has the form
exp(d), where d ∈ ~Der(S~) is a K-linear derivation of S~. Therefore it suffices to show
that the only Gm × Z/2Z-invariant element in ~Der(S~) is zero. The induced Z/2Z-action on
~Der(S~)/~
2Der(S~) by ǫ equals multiplication by −1 (see [18, Lemma 3.6]). Therefore the
Gm ×Z/2Z-invariant elements in ~Der(S~) must lie in ~
2Der(S~), but it has to be zero by the
observation above. 
Corollary 3.3.2. Let G be any algebraic group. Suppose G acts on a (strongly) admissible
X preserving ω. Then this action can be lifted to a unique G-action on an even quantization
(S~, ǫ) such that it commutes with the Gm × Z/2Z-action.
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Proof. The Gm × Z/2Z-action on S~ induces Gm × Z/2Z-actions on β
∗S~ and p
∗
XS~, making
them into graded even quantizations of G×X relative to G. Note that G×X is also (strongly)
admissible relative to G. Moreover, the Gm-action on G ×X also satisfies the condition (W).
Therefore by the relative version of Proposition 3.2.4 and Proposition 3.3.1, there is a unique
isomorphism β∗S~ ∼= p
∗S~ which intertwines the Gm × Z/2Z-actions, which automatically
satisfies the cocycle condition. The uniqueness of the G-action also follows from Proposition
3.3.1. 
Remark 3.3.3. In the case when the quantization S~ is not even or the G-action is not required
to commute with the Gm × Z/2Z-action, one has to assume in addition that Per(S~) is fixed
by G for the existence of the isomorphism β∗S~ ∼= p
∗
XS~. Moreover, G needs to be reductive
so that one can adjust the isomorphism β∗S~ ∼= p
∗
XS~ to make it satisfy the cocycle condition.
The argument is similar to the proof of existence of graded quantization in [48, §2.2]. In the
even case, however, this restriction on the group G is unnecessary.
Definition 3.3.4. We say that a G-action β~ on an even quantization (S~, ǫ) of (X,ω) is
symmetrized if it commutes with the Gm × Z/2Z-action.
3.4. Hamiltonian quantization. We now consider the case when the G-action β on (X,ω)
is Hamiltonian with a moment map µ : X → g∗. We assume that µ is Gm-equivariant with
respect to the Gm-action on g
∗ of weight 2, i.e., µ(t.x) = t2µ(x), ∀ x ∈ X, t ∈ Gm = k
×, so that
the copy of g in k[g∗] has weight 2. Then we call the quadruple (X,ω, β, µ) a (graded classical)
Hamiltonian G-space. The main example we are interested in is a complex nilpotent orbit O
with the C×-action introduced in § 2.4 and the moment map µ being the embedding O →֒ g∗.
We form the homogeneous universal enveloping algebra Ug~ of the Lie algebra g, which is the
k[~]-algebra generated by g subject to the relations xy − yx = ~[x, y]. It admits the adjoint
action of G and a natural Gm-action such that ~ and any element in g have weight 2. The two
actions commute with each other. Recall the definition of quantized (co-)moment maps (cf. [17,
§3.4]).
Definition 3.4.1. A (graded) quantum Hamiltonian G-action on a graded quantization S~ of
(X,ω) consists of
• a G-equivariant structure β~ on S~ which lifts the G-action on X and commutes with
the Gm-action, and
• a G×Gm-equivariant continuous k[~]-algebra homomorphism µ
∗
~ : Ug~ → Γ(X,S~),
such that for any x ∈ g, the adjoint action [~−1µ∗~(x),−] onS~ agrees with the Lie algebra action
induced by the G-action β on S~. The map µ
∗
~ is called a quantized (co-)moment map. We
also say that (S~, β~, µ
∗
~) is an quantum Hamiltonian quantization of the classical Hamiltonian
G-space (X,ω, β, µ).
The term ‘quantized moment map’ is justified by the fact that the composite map
k[g∗] ∼= Sg ∼= Ug~/~Ug~
µ∗
~
|~=0
−−−−→ Γ(X,S~)/~Γ(X,S~) →֒ Γ(X,S~/~S~) ∼= Γ(X,SX )
induces a G × Gm-equivariant classical moment map µ : X → g
∗ as above. We say that the
quantum Hamiltonian G-action (β~, µ
∗
~) lifts the classical quantum G-action (β, µ). Conversely,
one can ask when a classical moment map can be lifted to a quantized one. We will show below
that there is a nice answer when S~ is even. First of all, we make the following definition after
Losev ([48, § 5.4]).
Definition 3.4.2. Assume (X,ω, β, µ) is a graded classical Hamiltonian G-space and with an
quantum Hamiltonian quantization (S~, β~, µ
∗
~). Suppose S~ is an even with the involution ǫ
and the quantum G-action β~ is symmetrized in the sense of Definition 3.3.4. We say that the
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quantized moment map µ∗~ is symmetrized, if ǫ(µ
∗
~(ξ)) = µ
∗
~(ξ) for all ξ ∈ g. In this case, we
say that the datum (S~, ǫ, β~, µ
∗
~) is a symmetrized G-Hamiltonian quantization and (β~, µ
∗
~) is
a symmetrized quantum Hamiltonian G-action.
Remark 3.4.3. Note that there is a unique anti-automorphism ς of the algebra Ug~ satisfying
ς(ξ) = ξ, ∀ ξ ∈ g, and ς(~) = −~. The definition above is equivalent to requirement that
µ∗~ ◦ ς = ǫ ◦ µ
∗
~.
Next, consider the sheaf S~[~
−1] of algebras with the Gm-action extended from that on S~,
such that t.hi = tihi, ∀ t ∈ Gm, i ∈ Z. It is naturally a sheaf of graded Lie algebras under
commutator bracket. The subsheaf ~−1S~ is a subsheaf of graded Lie algebras. We consider
the diagram of two short exact sequences of sheaves of Lie algebras
0 ~−1K ~−1S~ Der(S~) 0
0 ~−1k ~−1SX H 0,
ϕ
p q
ψ
(3.4.1)
where k and K are the constant sheaves over X with coefficients k and K respectively. The
two vertical maps p and q on the right are the canonical quotient maps modulo ~. The map
ϕ : ~−1S~ → Der(S~) is given by a 7→ [a,−]. The sequence at the bottom is just (3.3.1)
multiplied by ~−1. The Lie bracket on ~−1SX is given by (~
−1f, ~−1g) 7→ ~−1{f, g}. The map
ψ : ~−1S~ →H is given by ~
−1f 7→ {f,−}.
A similar discussion applies to Ug~. Regard ~
−1Ug~ as a subspace of the graded algebra
Ug~[~
−1], then it is closed under commutator bracket and therefore is naturally a Lie algebra
with Gm-action. Note that ~g is a Lie subalgebra of ~
−1Ug~ which is isomorphic to the Lie
algebra g and lies in the Gm-invariant part. From now on we will identify the Lie algebra g with
the Lie subalgebra ~−1g, which will prove to be a great convenience. When a G-equivariant
structure on S~ is given, we can reformulate the definition of a quantized moment map µ
∗
~ as
a G × Gm-equivariant Lie algebra homomorphism ~
−1g → Γ(X, ~−1S~), still denoted by µ
∗
~.
Since the Gm-action on ~
−1g is trivial, this is equivalent to saying that the image of µ∗~ lies
in the Gm-invariant part of Γ(X, ~
−1S~). We can also regard a G × Gm-equivariant classical
moment map µ : X → g∗ as a Lie algebra homomorphism µ∗ : ~−1g → Γ(X, ~−1SX) whose
image lies in the Gm-invariant part.
Now suppose (S~, ǫ) is an even quantization. Then the involutive anti-automorphism ǫ in-
duces a Z/2Z-action on Der(S~) by Lie algebra automorphisms. We equip ~
−1S~ with an
involution ǫ˜ which is transported from ǫ of S~ via the tautological isomorphism ~
−1S~ ∼= S~.
Note that The resulting Z/2Z-action on ~−1S~ preserves the Lie bracket on ~
−1S~ defined
above and the induced action on ~−1K is given by ǫ˜(hi) = (−1)i+1hi. The Z/2Z-actions on
sheaves at the bottom induced from the ones on the top via the quotient maps are simply trivial.
Then all maps in (3.4.1) are Gm × Z/2Z-equivariant. Then a symmetrized quantized moment
map is equivalent to a G-equivariant Lie algebra homomorphism µ∗~ : ~
−1g → Γ(X, ~−1S~)
whose image lies in the Gm × Z/2Z-invariant part of Γ(X, ~
−1S~).
Proposition 3.4.4. Suppose a graded symplectic variety (X,ω) is equipped with a Hamiltonian
G-action β with a G×Gm-equivariant moment map µ. Then any even quantization (S~, ǫ) of
X admits a unique symmetrized quantum Hamiltonian G-action (β~, µ
∗
~) which lifts (β, µ).
Proof. By Corollary 3.3.2, the G-action β on X lifts uniquely to a G-action β~ on S~ that
commutes with the Gm × Z/2Z-action. Taking cohomology of (3.4.1) gives a diagram of two
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long exact sequences of Lie algebras
0 Γ(X, ~−1K) Γ(X, ~−1S~) Γ(X,Der(S~)) H
1(X, ~−1K)
0 Γ(X, ~−1k) Γ(X, ~−1SX) Γ(X,H) H
1(X, ~−1k),
ϕ
p q
ψ
(3.4.2)
such that all maps are G × Gm × Z/2Z-equivariant. The differential of β~ gives a Lie algebra
homomorphism dβ~ : ~
−1g → Γ(X,Der(S~)), such that its image lies in the Gm × Z/2Z-
invariant part of Γ(X,Der(S~)) and q ◦ dβ~ = dβ. One has to show that dβ~ lifts uniquely
to a G × Gm × Z/2Z-equivariant Lie algebra homomorphism ~
−1g → Γ(X, ~−1S~). Take the
pullback ~−1g˜ := Γ(X, ~−1SX)×Γ(X,H) ~
−1g, then we obtain an extension of Lie algebras with
Gm × Z/2Z-actions,
0→ Γ(X, ~−1K)→ ~−1g˜→ ~−1g→ 0, (3.4.3)
since the Gm × Z/2Z-invariant part of H
1(X,k) ⊂ H1(X, ~−1K) is zero. Note that the Gm ×
Z/2Z-action on each term in(3.4.3) is rational. Moreover, the Gm × Z/2Z-action on ~
−1g is
trivial, while the Gm×Z/2Z-invariant part of Γ(X, ~
−1
K) is zero. Therefore the extension has a
canonical splitting that identifies ~−1g with the Gm×Z/2Z-invariant part of ~
−1g˜, which is also
G-equivariant. Hence there is a unique G×Gm×Z/2Z-equivariant Lie algebra homomorphism
µ∗~ : ~
−1g→ Γ(X, ~−1S~) such that ϕ ◦ µ
∗
~ = dβ~. This is the desired moment map.
It remains to check that µ∗~ induces µ
∗ : Sg → Γ(X,SX) or µ
∗ : ~−1g → Γ(X, ~−1SX).
Diagram chasing in (3.4.2) gives
ψ ◦ p ◦ µ∗~ = q ◦ ϕ ◦ µ
∗
~ = q ◦ dβ~ = dβ = ψ ◦ µ
∗. (3.4.4)
Note that the image of ~−1g in µ∗ sits inside the Gm-invariant part of Γ(X, ~
−1SX) and hence
maps injectively into Γ(X,H) via ψ, since Γ(X, ~−1k) is of weight −2. Therefore p ◦Φ = µ∗ by
(3.4.4). 
Remark 3.4.5. The existence of quantized moment map have been known since long time ago,
at least in the C∞-setting (e.g., [35, 70]). However, the traditional argument requires additional
assumptions on the topology of the manifold or the group (e.g., connected, semisimple, etc.),
which are the same assumptions ensuring the existence of classical moment maps. In some of
the most important yet common examples, however, the classical moment maps do exist but
these assumptions fail. For instance, a cotangent bundle of a smooth G-variety with a general
algebraic group G does not necessarily satisfy these conditions, but in this case one can explicitly
write down both the classical and quantized moment maps. A natural question is whether there
are some natural mild assumptions which ensure that a given classical moment map can be lifted
(uniquely) to a quantized moment map. Our results seem to give a satisfactory answer. The
cotangent bundle example, for instance, satisfies the condition (W) and hence is covered by
Proposition 3.4.4. Proposition 3.4.4 can also be generalized to a relative version, which then
applies to the case of twisted cotangent bundles. Another essential advantage of our approach
is that the group G can be rather general, e.g., can be disconnected and does not have to be
reductive, which is quite convenient for the study of representation theory of disconnected Lie
groups.
4. Quantization of Lagrangian subvarieties
4.1. Quantization of line bundles. Let (X,ω) be a smooth symplectic variety with a quan-
tization S~ of the structure sheaf SX . Suppose Y is a smooth Lagrangian subvariety inside X
with the embedding denoted by iY : Y →֒ X. Let L be a line bundle over Y and set L = (iY )∗L
to be the direct image sheaf as SX -module. A natural question is if there exists a S~-module
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L~, flat over K, with an isomorphism L~/~L~ ∼= L of SX -modules. We call such L~ as a quan-
tization of L or L or (Y,L). We also say that L~ is a rank one quantization of Y . A complete
answer in the general setting was given in [7, Thm 1.4]. In this section, we will summarize their
results in the form which can be promoted to the graded and equivariant setting.
Let IY be the ideal subsheaf of SX associated to Y and let JY and J
′
Y be the preimage of
the ideal IY and I
2
Y resp. under the projection S~ ։ SX . We write J
2
Y = JY ∗ JY ⊂ S~,
which is a subsheaf of two-sided ideals of S~. Then
1
~
JY ,
1
~
J ′Y and J
2
Y are all subsheaves of Lie
ideals in the sheaf ~−1S~ of Lie algebras define in § 3.4. Consider the sheaf
T
+(S~, Y ) :=
1
~
JY /
1
~
J 2Y , (4.1.1)
then it is a sheaf Lie algebras supported on Y . The inclusions J 2Y ⊂ J
′
Y ⊂ JY give a short
exact sequence of sheaves of Lie algebras
0→ 1
~
J ′Y /
1
~
J 2Y →
1
~
JY /
1
~
J 2Y →
1
~
JY /
1
~
J ′Y → 0. (4.1.2)
It was shown in [7, Lemma 5.4] that there are canonical isomorphisms
1
~
JY /
1
~
J ′Y
∼= TY ,
1
~
J ′Y /
1
~
J 2Y
∼= SY , (4.1.3)
where the first one comes from the Lie algebra action 1
~
JY ×
1
~
J ′Y →
1
~
J ′Y by commutator and
the second isomorphism. Therefore we have the short exact sequence
0→ SY → T
+(S~, Y )→ TY → 0. (4.1.4)
We endow T +(S~, Y ) with the SY -module structure given by
SY ×T
+(S~, Y )→ T
+(S~, Y ), (f, ∂) 7→ f ∗ ∂,
or equivalently, the map S~/JY ×
1
~
JY /
1
~
J 2Y →
1
~
JY /
1
~
J 2Y that descends from the left multipli-
cation of S~ on
1
~
JY . We simply write the multiplication as f∂ or f ·∂. Then (4.1.4) becomes a
sequence of SY -modules and T
+(S~, Y ) is a Picard algebroid in the sense of [14, Defn. 2.1.3].
On the other hand, there is a second SY -module structure on JY /J
2
Y defined as follows.
Define the symmetrized product on S~,
a • b :=
1
2
(a ∗ b+ b ∗ a), (4.1.5)
which is commutative but not associative. The symmetric product descends to the map
SY ×
1
~
JY /
1
~
J 2Y →
1
~
JY /
1
~
J 2Y , (f, ∂) 7→ f • ∂
since JY is a sheaf of two-sided ideals. One can check that • is compatible with the Lie
brackets on 1
~
JY /
1
~
J 2Y , hence gives a second Lie algebroid structure on
1
~
JY /
1
~
J 2Y . Moreover,
the morphisms in (4.1.4) are still SY -linear when
1
~
JY /
1
~
J 2Y is equipped with the second SY -
module structure, therefore we get a second Picard algebroid, denoted by T (S~, Y ), which is
the same as T +(S~, Y ) =
1
~
JY /
1
~
J 2Y as a sheaf of Lie algebras, but equipped with a different
SY -module structure. We denote the identity map by
s : T (S~, Y )→ T
+(S~, Y ). (4.1.6)
It is graded, compatible with Lie brackets and satisfy the relation
s(f • ∂)− fs(∂) =
1
2
∂˜(f), (4.1.7)
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where f is a locally defined function and ∂˜ denotes the image of a local section ∂ of T (S~, Y )
in TY . As in [6, § 1], this gives an isomorphism of Picard algebroids
v : T +(S~, Y )
∼
−→ T (S~, Y ) +
1
2
T (KY ). (4.1.8)
Note that in [6, § 1], T +(S~, Y ) was directly defined as (4.1.8). Our definition is equivalent to
theirs. In the special case when X is the cotangent bundle of Y , our definition specializes to
that of [14, §2.4].
Remark 4.1.1. In [7] the sheaf JY /J
2
Y was used instead of
1
~
JY /
1
~
J 2Y , etc. Of course our sheaves
are tautologically isomorphic to theirs, but it is slightly more convenient when we consider the
graded situation.
In [7], a class At(S~, Y ) ∈ H
2(Y,Ω≥1Y ) was defined as the Atiyah class c1(T (S~, Y )) of the
Picard algebroid T (S~, Y ) (for details, see [14], Lemma 2.1.6 and the paragraph below). This
class is closely related to the period of S~, which is of the form
Per(S~) = ~
−1[ω] + [ω1] + ~[ω2] + ~
2[ω3] + · · · ∈ ~
−1H2DR(X)J~K,
where [ωi] stands for the de Rham cohomology class of some closed 2-form ωi(S~) ∈ H
2
DR(X).
It was shown in [7, Lemma 5.8] that the De Rham cohomology class corresponding to At(S~, Y )
satisfies
At(S~, Y )DR = i
∗
Y (ω1(S~)), (4.1.9)
where i∗Y : H
2
DR(X)→ H
2
DR(Y ) is the restriction map of De Rham cohomology groups induced
by the embedding iY : Y →֒ X.
Now for any line bundle L on Y , recall from [14, §2.1.12] that there is an associated Picard
algebroid T (L), which is defined as the sheaf of first order differential operators acting on (local
sections of) L. The Atiyah class c1(L) = c1(T (L)) ∈ H
2(Ω≥1Y )) of T (L) is a lift of the usual
first Chern class c1(L)DR ∈ H
2
DR(Y ).
Let KY = Ω
dimY
Y be the canonical line bundle of Y . The following result in [7, Theorem 1.4]
gives the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of formal quantization of L and
classifies all such quantizations. Here we denote by F((SY J~K)
×) the group of isomorphism
classes of (SY J~K)
×-torsors on Y with a flat algebraic connection.
Theorem 4.1.2. (1) The line bundle L admits a quantization if and only if the following
two conditions hold:
(a) c1(L) =
1
2c1(KY ) +At(S~, Y ) holds in H
2(Ω≥1Y );
(b) i∗Y ωi(S~) = 0 holds in H
2
DR(Y ), ∀ i ≥ 2.
(2) If the set Q1(X,ω, Y ) of isomorphism classes of quantizations of line bundles on Y is
non-empty, then this set admits a free and transitive action of the group F((SY J~K)
×)
of isomorphism classes of (SY J~K)
×-torsors on Y with a flat algebraic connection.
Note that, by the isomorphism (4.1.8), condition (1a) in Theorem 4.1.2 is equivalent to the
existence of an isomorphism of Picard algebroids between T (L) and T +(S~, Y ).
4.2. Graded quantization of line bundles. Now let us come back to the setting in § 4.1 and
consider the graded situation. Suppose (X,ω) is graded such that the Lagrangian subvariety
Y ⊂ X is preserved by the Gm-action. In this case we say that Y is a graded Lagrangian
subvariety of (X,ω). From now on we always assume that we are in the graded setting.
Definition 4.2.1. Suppose S~ is a graded quantization of (X,ω). A rank one quantization L~
of (Y,L) is said to be graded is a usual quantization equppied with a Gm-action such that
• the isomorphism L~/~L~ ∼= (iY )∗L is Gm-equivariant;
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• he Gm-action satisfies t.~ = t
2~ and t.(um) = (t.u)(t.m), for any t ∈ Gm = k
×, local
section u of S~ and local section m of L~.
Two graded quantization of Y are said to be Gm-equivariantly isomorphic or simply equivalent
if there exists a Gm-equivariant isomorphism between them. We denote by Q
Gm
1 (X,ω, Y ) the
set of all equivalence classes of rank one graded quantization of Y .
The goal of the section is to state the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence
of graded quantization of line bundles. The proof will be postponed to § 5.3. Note that, in
the graded setting, all the three sheaves in (4.1.2) admit natural Gm-actions inherited from
the Gm-action on ~
−1S~ and all the connecting maps are Gm-equivariant. Moreover, the iso-
morphisms d in (4.1.3) are Gm-equivariant with respect to the natural Gm-actions on TY and
SY . Similarly, all the natural maps appeared in § 4.1 concerning T (S~, Y ) and T
+(S~, Y ) are
Gm-equivariant. Therefore T (S~, Y ) and T
+(S~, Y ) are graded Picard algebroids, i.e., Picard
algebroids equipped with Gm-actions which are compatible with all the structure maps. We
require isomorphisms between graded Picard algebroids to be Gm-equivariant.
We denote by FGm(S
×
Y ) the group of all equivalence classes ofGm-equivariantS
×
Y -torsors with
Gm-invariant algebraic flat connections. It has a subgroup Conn
Gm
Y , the set of all equivalence
classes of Gm-equivariant algebraic flat connections of the trivial S
×
Y -torsor (or, equivalently, the
trivial bundle SY ) equipped with the canonical Gm-action. The main result of this subsection
is the following.
Theorem 4.2.2. Suppose (X,ω) is a graded smooth symplectic variety with a graded quanti-
zation S~. Let Y be a graded Lagrangian subvariety of X and let L be a Gm-equivariant line
bundle over Y . Then
(1) L admits a graded quantization if and only if there exits a Gm-equivariant isomorphism
of graded Picard algebroids,
Υ+ : T +(S~, Y )→ T (L). (4.2.1)
(2) The set of equivalence classes of all graded quantization of a fixed L, if nonempty, can
be identified with the set of all such Υ+ in (4.2.1), which is a torsor over ConnGmY .
(3) The set QGm1 (X,ω, Y ) of all equivalence classes of all rank one graded quantization over
Y , if nonempty, is a torsor over the group FGm(S
×
Y ).
Remark 4.2.3. Theorem 4.2.2 is only sensitive to the adjoint Gm-action on T (L) induced by
the Gm-action on L. The set of Gm-actions on L (when nonempty) which induce the same
Gm-action on T (L) is a torsor over the group Hom(Gm,Gm) of characters of Gm.
Remark 4.2.4. Note that the graded quantization S~ has period Per(S~) = ~
−1[ω] + [ω1] by
Proposition 3.2.4. We can then deduce that the condition (b) in part (1) of Theorem 4.1.2 is
vacuous, while the condition (a) in part (1) of Theorem 4.1.2 is implied by (4.2.1). Therefore
under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2.2, usual ungraded quantization of L always exists.
4.3. Graded quantization of vector bundles. We now consider the general case in which
the line bundle L is replaced by a vector bundle E of rank r over Y . Just as in the case of line
bundles, a quantization of E, or the sheaf E = (iY )∗E of SX -modules, is a S~-module E~, flat
over K, with an isomorphism E~/~E~ ∼= E of SX -modules. We denote by Qr(X,ω, Y ) the set
of all isomorphism classes of all quantization on Y of all possible vector bundles E of rank r.
There is a generalization [6, Thm1.1] of Theorem 4.1.2 for vector bundles.
Theorem 4.3.1. (1) A vector bundle E of rank r over a smooth Lagrangian subvariety Y
admits a quantization if and only if the following conditions hold:
(a) i∗Y ωi(S~) = 0 holds in H
2
DR(Y ), ∀ i ≥ 2;
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(b) the projectivization P(E) admits a flat algebraic connection;
(c) 1r c1(E) =
1
2c1(KY ) +At(S~, Y ) holds in Ω
≥1
Y .
(2) If nonempty, the set Qr(X,ω, Y ) admits a free action of the group F((SY J~K)
×). The
set of orbits for this action can be identified with the set of all isomorphism classes of
PGL~(r)-bundles with a flat algebraic connection.
Here PGL~(r) = PGL(r,K) is theK-valued points of the algebraic group PGL(r). We denote
by F(PGL~(r)) the set of all isomorphism classes of PGL~(r)-bundles with a flat algebraic
connection and denote by
τ : Qr(X,ω, Y )։ F(PGL~(r)) (4.3.1)
the quotient map by the F((SY J~K)
×)-action in part (2) of Theorem 4.3.1.
The aim of this section is to promote Theorem 4.3.1 to the graded setting and generalize
Theorem 4.2.2 to the case of vector bundles. Assume we are in the situation of § 3.2. Suppose
there is a Gm-equivariant structure on E. A quantization E~ of E is graded if it satisfies exactly
the same conditions in Definition 4.2.1. Again two graded quantizations are equivalent if there
exists a Gm-equivariant isomorphism between them. Let Q
Gm
r (X,ω, Y ) denote the set of all
equivalence classes of graded rank r quantization of Y .
We recall the discussions in [6, §1]. Denote by T (E) the Atiyah Lie algebroid of E ([4]),
then there is an exact sequence of Lie algebroids over Y ,
0→ EndSY (E)→ T (E)→ TY → 0, (4.3.2)
where EndSY (E) denotes the sheaf of SY -algebras of SY -linear endomorphisms of E. Suppose
we have a usual (ungraded) quantization E~ of E. Then the S~-module structure of E~, or
rather E~/~
2E~ as a module over S~/~
2S~, gives rise to a morphism of Atiyah algebroids
Υ+ : T +(S~, Y )→ T (E). (4.3.3)
In other words, the vector bundle E is a module over the Lie algebroid T +(S~, Y ).
The datum of the morphism Υ+ : T +(S~, Y ) → T (E) can be decomposed into two pieces.
The trace morphism EndSY (E) → SY induces a Lie algebroid morphism trE : T (E) →
T (det(E)) from T (E) to the Picard algebroid of the determinant line bundle det(E) of E.
Note that the map trE is scalar multiplication by r = rk(E) on the subbundle SY and identity
on the quotient bundle TY . Therefore the composite map
detΥ+ := trE ◦Υ
+ : T +(S~, Y )→ T (det(E)) (4.3.4)
is an isomorphism of Lie algebroids which has the same property as trE when restricted to
SY ⊂ T
+(S~, Y ). Such an isomorphism is equivalent to an isomorphism
1
r
detΥ+ : T +(S~, Y )
∼
−→
1
r
T (det(E)) (4.3.5)
of Picard algebroids (which restricts to the identity map on SY ). Thus detΥ
+ gives
c1(E) = c1(det(E)) = r · c(T
+(S~, Y )) = r · At(S~, Y ) ∈ Ω
≥1
Y ,
which is condition (1c) in Theorem 4.3.1. Furthermore, the Atiyah algebroid T (P(E)) of the
associated PGL(r)-torsor PP(E) of P(E) can be obtained by taking the quotient of T (E) by
the subbundle SY ⊂ EndSY (E). We hence obtain a natural embedding T (E) →֒ T (det(E))⊕
T (P(E)) of sheaves of Lie algebras. Composing Υ+ with the quotient map T (E)։ T (P(E))
provides a morphism TY → T (P(E)) of Lie algebroids lifting the identity map on TY , which is
exactly a flat algebraic connection on P(E).
Conversely, the morphism Υ+ can be recovered from a morphism det(Υ+) : T +(S~, Y ) →
T (det(E)) satisfying the condition above and a flat algebraic connection on P(E). Namely,
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they can be combined to give a commutative diagram
0 SY T
+(S~, Y ) TY 0
0 SY ⊕ End
0(E) T (det(E)) ⊕T (P(E)) TY ⊕ TY 0,
(4.3.6)
where End0(E) := EndSY (E)/SY . The leftmost vertical map SY → SY ⊕End
0(E) is given by
f 7→ (r · f, 0). The rightmost vertical map TY → TY ⊕ TY is the diagonal map ∂ 7→ (∂, ∂). The
vertical map in the middle is the sum of the map det(Υ+) : T +(S~, Y )→ T (det(E)) and the
composition of the projection T +(S~, Y )→ TY with the splitting TY → T (P(E)) given by the
flat connection. It was argued in [6, §1] that the image of the middle vertical map is exactly
T (E) ⊂ T (det(E))⊕T (P(E)).
Now suppose we are in the graded situation and E~ is a graded quantization of E. Then
there are natural Gm-actions on T
+(S~, Y ) and T (E). Moreover the morphisms Υ
+ and
detΥ+ are Gm-equivariant. By the discussions above, this is equivalent to the condition that
both the isomorphism 1r detΥ
+ is Gm-equivariant and the flat algebraic connection on P(E)
are Gm-invariant. Furthermore, the flat connection lifts the infinitesimal Lie algebra action of
Lie(Gm) = k on Y to a Lie algebra k-action on P(E). On the other hand, the Gm-action on
P(E) differentiates to another Lie algebra k-action on P(E). To compare them, we make the
following definition.
Definition 4.3.2. If the Lie algebra k-action defined via the flat connection of P(E) as above
coincides with the Lie algebra k-action induced by the graded structure of P(E), we say that
the Gm-equivariant structure or the flat connection on P(E) is strong.
The main result of this section is the following theorem, which basically says that E~ can
be reconstructed from Υ+, or equivalently, 1r detΥ
+ and the flat algebraic connection on P(E),
assuming it is strong. The proof will be postponed to § 5.4.
Theorem 4.3.3. Let (X,ω) be a graded smooth symplectic variety with a graded quantization
S~ and let Y be a graded Lagrangian subvariety of X. Suppose E is a graded vector bundle or
rank k over Y such that P(E) is equipped with a strong flat connection. Then
(1) There is a unique Gm-equivariant flat PGL~(r)-torsor P
0
PGL~(r)
which lifts P(E) with
its strong flat connection.
(2) The set of (isomorphism classes of) graded quantizations of E in the preimage of
[P0PGL~(r)] ∈ F(PGL~(r)) under the projection τ (4.3.1) is nonempty if and only if
there exists a Gm-equivariant isomorphism T
+(S~, Y )→
1
rT (det(E)) of graded Picard
algebroids. In this case, this set is a torsor over ConnGmY by restriction of the action
of FGm(S
×
Y ). Moreover, it is isomorphic to the Conn
Gm
Y -torsor of all Gm-equivariant
isomorphisms T +(S~, Y )→
1
rT (det(E)) of graded Picard algebroids.
5. Formal geometry and quantization
In § 5.1 and § 5.2, we first recall basics of formal geometry, which are taken from [18, 7, 6].
Then in the remaining parts we provide the proofs of main results from § 4.
5.1. Harish-Chandra pairs. In this section, we will recall the notion of Harish-Chandra pair
and important examples related to quantization problems. Note that the same notion is also
used in representation theory of finite dimensional reductive groups, but the examples considered
in this section are mostly infinite dimensional. For applications in graded quantizations, we also
introduce the notion of graded Harish-Chandra pair.
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Definition 5.1.1. AHarish-Chandra pair (HC) (over k) is a pair 〈G, h〉, whereG is a (pro)algebraic
group and h is a (pro)finite dimensional Lie algebra equipped with a G-action and with a G-
equivariant embedding g →֒ h of Lie algebras such that the differential of the G-action on
h coincides with the adjoint action of g on h via the embedding g →֒ h. A module V over
the Harish-Chandra pair 〈G, h〉 is a representation V of the Lie algebra h whose restriction to
g ⊂ h integrates into an algebraic representation of G. Moreover, if both G and h are equipped
with continuous Gm-actions such that the embedding g →֒ h is Gm-equivariant, then we say
that 〈G, h〉 is a graded Harish-Chandra pair. If a module V over 〈G, h〉 admits a compatible
Gm-action, then we say that V is a graded module over 〈G, h〉.
We consider the following important examples of HC pairs. Fix n ≥ 1 and a 2n-dimensional
vector space v over k equipped with a linear symplectic form ω0 ∈ ∧
2v∗. We choose a system
of linear coordinate functions x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn on v such that
{xi, xj} = 0 = {yi, yj}, {yj, xi} = δij , ∀ i, j = 1, . . . , n,
where {·, ·} is the Poisson bracket associated to ω.
Let D = kJx1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn, ~K be the completed homogeneous Weyl agebra over K =
kJ~K subject to the commutation relations
[xi, xj ] = 0 = [yi, yj], [yj, xi] = δij~, [~, xi] = [~, yj ] = 0, ∀ i, j. (5.1.1)
Then A := D/~D ∼= kJx1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ynK is the (topological) algebra of functions on the
formal completion v̂ of v at the origin equipped with the Poisson bracket {·, ·}. We set
deg xi = deg yj = 1, deg ~ = 2, (5.1.2)
so that A and D are graded algebras (or equivalently have Gm-actions) and all canonical homo-
morphisms, structures and constructions below are compatible with this grading. We denote
by Di the i-th graded component of D. Let Aut(D) be the group of K-linear automorphisms of
the algebra D and let Der(D) be the Lie algebra of K-linear derivations of D. Then they form
a graded HC pair 〈Aut(D),Der(D)〉. They also have the natural Gm-actions by conjugations
induced by the Gm-action on D.
Let x be the Lagrangian subspace of v spanned by {y1, . . . , yn}. Then M := D/Dx is a
left D-module such that M/~M ∼= A/Ax as a A-module. This is the ‘formal local model’ of
quantization of line bundles. Let 1M := 1 mod Dx denote the generator of M. The composite
map
kJx1, . . . , xn, ~K →֒ D ։ D/Dx =M
is an isomorphism of kJx1, . . . , xn, ~K-modules. Under this isomorphism, the action of yi on M
goes to the operator ~∂i = ~∂xi on kJx1, . . . , xn, ~K by (5.1.1).
In order to obtain a graded version of Theorem 4.1.2, we need to introduce a grading, or
equivalently a (continuous) Gm-action (t,m) 7→ t.m, on M compatible with the grading (5.1.2)
of D, in the sense that
t.~ = t2~, t.(um) = (t.u)(t.m), ∀ t ∈ k×, u ∈ D, m ∈ M. (5.1.3)
It is clear that such a Gm-action is uniquely determined by its value on the generator 1M. We
can define the Gm-action by regarding M as a quotient of D such that t.1M = 1M, ∀ t ∈ k
×.
We denote this action by s0 : Gm ×M→M, (t,m) 7→ s
0
t (m).
Remark 5.1.2. (4.2.3) TheGm-action satisfying (5.1.3) is not unique. For instance, any character
t 7→ tn of Gm = k
× gives rise to a Gm-action s
n : Gm ×M→M on M such that
snt (m) = t
n · s0t (m).
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Up to automorphisms of M as D-modules, the collection {sn}n∈Z give all equivalence classes
of Gm-actions on M satisfying (5.1.3). The choice of the grading on M will not affect the
discussions afterwards. This is compatible with the fact that the grading on admissible bundles
on nilpotent coadjoint orbits is only unique up to degree shift (see § 2.4). So we will stick with
the Gm-action s
0.
Let J ⊂ D be the preimage of the ideal Ax ⊂ A under the projection D ։ D/~D = A.
Then J is a two-sided ideal of D. Let Aut(D)J , resp. Der(D)J , be the subset of Aut(D), resp.
Der(D), consisting of maps preserving J . The pair 〈Aut(D)J ,Der(D)J 〉 is a HC subpair of
〈Aut(D),Der(D)〉, which is preserved by the Gm-action and hence graded.
Now we define another HC pair which is directly related to quantization of Lagrangian sub-
varieties. Let Der(D,M) be the Lie algebra of derivations of the pair (D,M), which are of the
form (Dδ,Mδ) where Dδ ∈ Der(D) and Mδ :M→M is a continuous K-linear map such that
Mδ(u ·m) = Dδ(u)m+ u(Mδ(m)), ∀ u ∈ D, m ∈ M. (5.1.4)
Similarly, we define Aut(D,M) to be the group of automorphisms of the pair (D,M), which are
of the form (Df,Mf) where Df ∈ Aut(D) and Mf :M→M is a continuous K-linear bijection
such that
Mf(u ·m) = Df(u)Mf(m). (5.1.5)
Then 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉 forms a HC pair andM is a module over this pair. If we choose
the grading onM described after 5.1.3, we also get a Gm-action on Aut(D,M) and Der(D,M)
by conjugation. Note that the collection of Gm-actions s
n onM in Remark 4.2.3 all lead to the
same Gm-action on the pair 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉. Thus the pair 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉
is canonically a graded HC pair and M is a graded module over it.
Let m be the preimage of the unique maximal ideal of A under the projection D ։ A.
Then m is the unique maximal ideal of D and there is a canonical Gm-equivariant isomorphism
M/mM∼= k, where theGm-action on k is trivial. For any (
Df,Mf) ∈ 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉,
since Df ∈ Aut(D) always preserves m, the bijection Mf :M→M descends to a k-linear au-
tomorphism of M/mM ∼= k, which is the same as an element in k×. This gives a canonically
defined Gm-equivariant group homomorphism
κ : Aut(D,M)→ k×, (5.1.6)
where the Gm-action on the codomain is trivial. The natural embedding k
× →֒ Aut(D,M) is
a section of this projection.
The map f 7→ (IdD, f · IdM) provides a natural central embedding εAut : K
× →֒ Aut(D,M).
Similarly there is a central Lie algebra embdding εDer : K →֒ Der(D,M) given by a 7→ (0, a ·
IdM). This gives an injective morphism
ε = 〈εAut, εDer〉 : 〈K
×,K〉 →֒ 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉
of graded HC pairs. On the other hand, the obvious forgetful map gives a morphism
F : 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉 → 〈Aut(D),Der(D)〉
of graded HC pairs. It can be shown that the image of F is exactly 〈Aut(D)J ,Der(D)J 〉 and
we have an exact sequence of graded HC pairs([7, Cor. 3.8]),
1→ 〈K×,K〉
ε
−→ 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉
F
−→ 〈Aut(D)J ,Der(D)J 〉 → 1. (5.1.7)
Similarly for the pair 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉, we define the HC pair
〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉 := 〈Aut(D,M)/εAut(k
×),Der(D,M)/εDer(k)〉.
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Because of κ : Aut(D,M)→ k× in (5.1.6), we have a decomposition of groups
Aut(D,M) ∼= k× ×Aut(D,M). (5.1.8)
Consider the algebra D[~−1] with the Gm-action extended from that on D, such that t.h
i =
tihi, ∀ t ∈ Gm, i ∈ Z. The subspace ~
−1J ⊂ D[~−1] is naturally a graded Lie algebra under
commutator bracket. There is a graded Lie algebra homomorphism ϕD : ~
−1J → Der(D)
given by a 7→ [a,−]. Note that JM ⊂ ~M since J = Ann(M/~M). Therefore we have a
well-defined map ϕM :M→M such that ϕM(a) is given by m 7→ am for any a ∈ ~
−1J and
m ∈ M. It is straightforward to check that both ϕD(a) and ϕM(a) satisfy the equation (5.1.4)
and hence the pair (ϕD(a), ϕM(a)) gives an element of Der(D,M). Therefore the assignment
a 7→ (ϕM(a), ϕD(a)) yields a graded Lie algebra homomorphism ϕD,M : ~
−1J → Der(D,M).
In fact, it is an isomorphism by [7, Lemma 3.6].
For the high rank case, consider D-moduleMr := (M)
⊕r to be the direct sum of r-copies of
M, in particular M1 = M. The natural grading on M induces a grading on Mr so that Mr
is a graded D-module. Similar to the rank one case, one can consider the group Aut(D,Mr)
of automorphisms and the Lie algebra Der(D,Mr) of derivations of the pair (D,Mr), which
together form a HC pair 〈Aut(D,Mr),Der(D,Mr)〉. Denote by GL~(r) = GL(r,K) and
PGL~(r) = PGL(r,K) the K-valued points of the group GL(r) and PGL(r) respectively and
by gl~(r) and pgl~(r) their Lie algebras. We then have a short exact sequence of HC pairs ([6,
Lemma4.4]),
1→ 〈GL~(r), gl~(r)〉 → 〈Aut(D,Mr),Der(D,Mr)〉 → 〈Aut(D)J ,Der(D)J 〉 → 1, (5.1.9)
which is the sequence (5.1.7) when r = 1. Like the rank one case, the graded structure on Mr
induces a graded structure on 〈Aut(D,Mr),Der(D,Mr)〉, so that maps in (5.1.9) respect the
graded structures. Here the Gm-action on 〈GL~(r), gl~(r)〉 is induced by the Gm-action on K.
There is a commutative diagram of graded Lie algebras
0 K ~−1J Der(D)J 0
0 gl~(r) Der(D,Mr) Der(D)J 0
(5.1.10)
where the middle vertical map is defined in exactly the same way as the isomorphism ϕD,M :
~−1J
∼
−→ Der(D,M). There is a natural splitting gl~(r) ∼= K ⊕ pgl~(r) of graded Lie algebras
given by the trace map tr : gl~(r) → K. Combining this splitting with diagram (5.1.10) give a
splitting of graded Lie algebras
Der(D,Mr) ∼= [~
−1J ⊕ gl~(r)]/K
∼= ~−1J ⊕ pgl~(r). (5.1.11)
At the level of groups there is a corresponding diagram
1 K× Aut(D,M) Der(D)J 1
1 GL~(r) Aut(D,Mr) Der(D)J 1
(5.1.12)
but the splitting at the Lie algebra level does not pass to groups in constant terms (with respect
to the order of ~), since the group GL(r) does not split into PGL(r)× k×. On the other hand,
we have the splitting Aut(D,M) ∼= k× ×Aut(D,M) by (5.1.8). Therefore we have a splitting
of graded groups
Aut(D,Mr) ∼= Aut(D,M) × [GL(r)⋉ exp(~ · pgl~(r))], (5.1.13)
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where exp(~ · pgl~(r)) is the prounipotent kernel of the evaluation map PGL~(r) → PGL(r)
modulo ~. The two splittings (5.1.11) and (5.1.13) agree modulo 〈k×,k〉 (see [6, Lemma 6]),
〈Aut(D,Mr),Der(D,Mr)〉/〈k
×,k〉 ∼= 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉×〈PGL~(r), pgl~(r)〉. (5.1.14)
5.2. Harish-Chandra torsors. For the remaining part of this section, we sketch basic defini-
tions and constructions related to the proof of Theorem 3.1.2, Proposition 3.2.4 and Corollary
3.2.5. An essential notion in the approach of [18] and [7] is that of a Harish-Chandra (HC)
torsor over a Harish-Chandra pair 〈G, h〉, which is defined as follows. Suppose P is a G-
torsor over a variety X with the structure map π : P → X. Let gP := π∗(SP⊗̂g)
G and
hP := π∗(SP ⊗̂h)
G be the Lie algebra bundles on X associated to the G-modules g and h re-
spectively. Let EP := π∗(TP)
G be the sheaf of G-invariant vector fields on P. Then we have the
short exact sequence (the Atiyah extension, cf. [4])
0→ gP
ιP−→ EP → TX → 0 (5.2.1)
of bundles over X. An h-valued connection on P is a G-equivariant bundle map θP : EP → hP
such that the composition θP ◦ ιP : gP → hP coincides with the embedding gP →֒ hP induced
by g →֒ h. An h-valued connection is said to be flat if the h-valued 1-form Θ := π∗(θP) on P
satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equation dΘ+ 12Θ ∧Θ = 0.
Definition 5.2.1. A Harish-Chandra (HC) 〈G, h〉-torsor over X is a pair 〈P, θP 〉 of a G-torsor
P over X and a flat h-valued connection θP : EP → hP on P. It is said to be transitive if the
connection map θP : EP → hP is an isomorphism. In this case, θP is equivalent to a Lie algebra
morphism h→ Γ(P,TP ) which induces an isomorphism of vector bundles h⊗SP ∼= TP .
Given a module V over a HC pair 〈G, h〉 and a Harish-chandra 〈G, h〉-torsor P over X, the
localization Loc(P, V ) of V with respect to P is defined to be the associated bundle P ×G V
of the G-torsor P with fiber V , which carries a natural flat connection induced by θP (see [18,
§ 2.3] for details).
Suppose SX is a quantization of the smooth symplectic variety (X,ω). Recall that IY is
the ideal subsheaf of Y and JY is the preimage of IY under the projection S~ ։ SX . For
any y ∈ Y , let Ŝ~,y denote the completion of S~ at y. Correspondingly, let Ĵy ⊂ Ŝ~,y be the
completion of the ideal sheaf JY at y. Set PJ to be the set of pairs (y, η) where η : Ŝ~,y
∼
−→ D
is a continuous K-algebra isomorphism such that η(Ĵy) = J . Then PJ is a torsor over the HC
pair 〈Aut(D)J ,Der(D)J 〉. Moreover, PJ is a transitive torsor since the conormal bundle to Y
is naturally identified with its tangent bundle due to the Lagrangian condition (cf. [6, Lemma
4.3]).
By [7, Lemma 6.1], a choice of line bundle L on Y and its quantization L~ is equivalent to
the choice of a lift of the torsor PJ to a transitive HC 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉-torsor PD,M.
Given a line bundle L and its quantization L~, set L~,y := Ŝ~,y ⊗S~ L~. Then it is shown in
the proof of [7, Lemma 6.1] that the D-module η∗L~,y, obtained from L~,y by transporting the
module structure via η, is isomorphic toM. Various choices of an isomorphism η∗L~,y ∼=M for
all y ∈ Y give a transitive HC torsor PD,M over 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉, which is the required
lift of the torsor PJ . Conversely, the quantization L~ can be recovered as the (Zariski) sheaf of
flat sections of Loc(PD,M,M).
Remark 5.2.2. Note that the nonemptyness of the torsors PJ and PD,M is not tautological.
The case of vector bundles in § 5.4 is similar. The proof was provided in [6, Lemma 4.2].
To promote the previous discussions into the graded setting, we need the notion of graded
HC torsors.
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Definition 5.2.3. A graded Harish-Chandra (HC) torsor over a graded Harish-Chandra pair
〈G, h〉 is a usual Harish-Chandra 〈G, h〉-torsor P equipped with a Gm-action which lifts the
Gm-action on X, such that
(1) it is compatible with the G-action and the Gm-action on G, and
(2) the connection map θP : EP → hP is Gm-equivariant with respect to the induced Gm-
actions on EP and hP .
We say that a graded Harish-Chandra torsor is transitive if it is transitive as a usual Harish-
Chandra torsor.
Remark 5.2.4. Equivalently, a graded structure on a 〈G, h〉-torsor P can be described as follows.
We identify P with its sheaf of local sections. For any t ∈ k×, one can define a new 〈G, h〉-torsor
tP to be the sheaf t∗(P) on Y , where t∗ stands for the sheaf-theoretic push-forward with respect
to the automorphism of X induced by t. The 〈G, h〉-torsor structure of tP is defined by twisting
the 〈G, h〉-torsor structure of P via the Gm-action on G: gs := (t.g)s, where g ∈ G, s is any
local section of tP, t.g stands for the Gm-action on G and the product on the right hand side is
taken in P. Note that EtP and htP are canonically isomorphic to t∗(EP ) and t∗(hP ) respectively.
Therefore we can define the connection θtP := t∗(θP) for
tP and tP is a HC 〈G, h〉-torsor. A
graded structure of P is encoded as a collection of 〈G, h〉-torsor isomorphisms φt : P →
tP for
all t ∈ k×, satisfying the cocycle condition φt1t2 = (t1)∗(φt2)φt1 , ∀t1, t2 ∈ k
×.
Now suppose L~ is graded, we can define a Gm-action on the set of isomorphisms η
∗L~,y ∼=M
by conjugation of the Gm-action on L~ and the Gm-action on M by the equation (5.1.3).
Therefore PD,M has a Gm-equivariant structure which is compatible with the Gm-equivariant
structure on PJ via the natural projection PD,M ։ PJ . Conversely, if a Gm-equivariant lift
PD,M ։ PJ , then Loc(PD,M,M) is graded and so is its sheaf of flat sections.
Lemma 5.2.5. Let (X,ω) be a graded smooth symplectic variety with a graded quantization S~
and let Y be a graded Lagrangian subvariety of X. Then a graded rank one quantization L~ of
Y is equivalent to the choice of a lift of the Gm-equivariant torsor PJ to a Gm-equivariant tran-
sitive Harish-Chandra 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉-torsor PD,M such that the natural projection
PD,M ։ PJ is Gm-equivariant.
Similar to Lemma 5.2.5, we have the following graded version of [6, Prop. 4.4].
Lemma 5.2.6. A choice of a graded vector bundle E of rank r on Y and its graded quantization
E~ is equivalent to a choice of a lift of the Gm-equivariant Harish-Chandra 〈Aut(D)J ,Der(D)J 〉-
torsor PJ to a Gm-equivariant transitive Harish-Chandra 〈Aut(D,Mr),Der(D,Mr)〉-torsor
PMr such that the natural projection PMr ։ PJ is Gm-equivariant.
5.3. Graded quantization of line bundles: proof of Theorem 4.2.2. By Lemma 5.2.5,
a choice of graded quantization L~ of a graded line bundle L can be divided into a two-step
choice of:
• A graded lift of the 〈Aut(D)J ,Der(D)J 〉-torsor PJ to a graded transitive torsor PD,M
over 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉.
• A graded lift of PD,M to a graded transitive 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉-torsor PD,M such
that there is a graded isomorphism L ∼= k ⊗κ PD,M, where the right hand side is the
associated line bundle of PD,M via the group homomorphism κ : Aut(D,M) → k
× as
defined in (5.1.6).
The following lemma describes when the second part of the choice exists. The proof is exactly
the same as that of [7, Lemma 6.5]. One only needs to check that every step of the argument
is compatible with the graded structures.
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Lemma 5.3.1. The set of isomorphism classes of graded lifting PD,M of the Harish-Chandra
〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉-torsor PD,M as above is in bijection to the set of Gm-equivariant
isomorphisms Υ+ : T +(S~, Y )→ T (L) of graded Picard algebroids. Moreover, the bijection is
an isomorphism of ConnGmY -torsors.
The only thing we need to explain is the torsor structure on the former set. It is given by
PD,M 7→ (PD,M ×Y S
×
Y )/k
×, where S×Y is equipped with any Gm-invariant flat connection.
Next we show that the first part of the choice above also exists and is unique. This will
complete the proof of Theorem 4.2.2.
Proposition 5.3.2. There is a unique (up to isomorphism) graded transitive 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉-
torsor PD,M which is a graded lift of the 〈Aut(D)J ,Der(D)J 〉-torsor PJ such that the natural
projection PD,M ։ PJ is Gm-equivariant.
Let Λ denote the set of isomorphism classes of all (ungraded) transitive 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉-
torsors PD,M equipped with a 〈Aut(D)J ,Der(D)J 〉-torsor isomorphism PD,M⊗Aut(D,M)Aut(D)J
∼=
PJ , i.e., PD,M is a lift of PJ to a 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉-torsor. By Remark 4.2.4 as well
as [7, Lemma 6.4], the set Λ is nonempty. We denote by Π the group of isomorphism classes
of torsors over 1 + ~SY J~K ∼= (SY J~K)
×/S×Y with a flat algebraic connection (but the flat con-
nection is not part of the data). Then by [7, § 6.1], the set Λ is a Π-torsor such that the group
action is given by PD,M 7→ (PD,M ×Y Q)/K
×, where PD,M is any lift of PJ and Q is any flat
(1 + ~SY J~K)-torsor.
Suppose that the graded structure of PJ is encoded as a collection of 〈Aut(D)J ,Der(D)J 〉-
torsor isomorphisms φt : PJ →
tPJ for all t ∈ k
×, satisfying the cocycle condition in
Remark 5.2.4. There is a natural Gm-action on Λ defined as follows. Pick any transitive
〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉-torsor PD,M which is a lift of PJ . For any t ∈ k
×, one can define a
new transitive 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉-torsor
t
PD,M just as in Remark 5.2.4. It is naturally a
lift of tPJ and hence also a lift of PJ via the isomorphism φt : PJ →
tPJ . Therefore [
t
PD,M]
is a well-defined element in Λ and we define the Gm-action on Λ by t.[PD,M] := [
t
PD,M]. In
exactly the same manner, we can define a Gm-action on the group Π by group automorphisms,
which makes Λ a graded torsor over the graded group Π.
It is clear that the isomorphism class of a graded transitive 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉-torsor
determines a Gm-stable point in Λ. The converse is also true. To prove this, consider the group
AutPJ (PD,M) of all 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉-torsor automorphisms of PD,M which intertwines
the projection PD,M ։ PJ . The following lemma is immediate from the definition of the HC
torsors in question.
Lemma 5.3.3. There is a canonical Gm-action on AutPJ (PD,M) by group automorphisms in-
duced by the Gm-action on the group Aut(D,M). Moreover, we have a canonical Gm-equivariant
group isomorphism
AutPJ (PD,M)
∼= H0DR(Y, 1 + ~K), (5.3.1)
where H0DR(Y, 1+~K) is regarded as a multiplicative abelian group equipped with the Gm-action
induced by the isomorphism 1+~K ∼= K×/k×. In particular, the only Gm-equivariant automor-
phism of PD,M in AutPJ (PD,M) is the identity.
Proposition 5.3.4. A lift PD,M of PJ to a transitive 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉-torsor admits
a graded structure such that the natural projection PD,M ։ PJ is Gm-equivariant, if and only
if the corresponding element [PD,M] in Λ is Gm-stable. In this case, the graded structure is
unique up to automorphism.
Proof. The “only if” part is obvious. To prove the “if” part, we only need to construct a
Gm-action on PD,M when [PD,M] is Gm-stable in Λ. Since [
t
PD,M] = t.[PD,M] = [PD,M], we
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can pick a 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉-torsor isomorphism ψt : PD,M →
t
PD,M for each t ∈ k
×,
which intertwines the projections PD,M ։ PJ and
t
PD,M ։ PJ . The isomorphisms ψt may not
satisfy the cocycle condition in Remark 5.2.4. We can define a map a : k××k× → AutPJ (PD,M)
by
ψt1t2 = (t1)∗(ψt2)ψt1a(t1, t2), ∀t1, t2 ∈ k
×.
Since AutPJ (PD,M) is abelian, one can check that a is a 2-cocycle, i.e.,
[(t1).a(t2, t3)]a(t1, t2t3) = a(t1t2, t3)a(t1, t2),
where (t1).a(t2, t3) stands for theGm-action on AutPJ (PD,M). Since theGm-action AutPJ (PD,M)
is rational, the 2-cocycle a is a coboundary and we can therefore modify ψt so that it satisfies
the cocycle condition. This means that PD,M is graded. A similar argument shows that the
graded structure is unique up to automorphism of PD,M. 
To complete the proof of Proposition 5.3.2, it remains to prove the following:
Proposition 5.3.5. There exists a unique Gm-stable element in Λ.
By [18, Prop. 2.7] and [7, § 6.1], the set Λ is a torsor over the (multiplicative) abelian group
Π ∼= H1DR(Y, 1 + ~K)
∼= H1DR(Y,K
×/k×).
Before proving Proposition 5.3.5, we need the following result on graded torsors.
Lemma 5.3.6. Let V be a vector space over k equipped with a Gm-action given by t.v = t
d · v,
where d is any nonzero integer and the right hand side of the equation is the scalar multiplication
in V . Assume that there exists an element a ∈ Gm = k
× such that ad 6= 1. Suppose W is a
graded torsor (or affine space) over V (regarded as an additive abelian group). Then W is in
fact a trivial torsor, i.e., W is isomorphic to V canonically as graded V -torsors. In particular,
there is a unique Gm-stable point in W .
Proof. Let w1−w2 ∈ V denotes the difference of two elements of W . Define a map f :W → V
by f(w) = (ad − 1)−1 · (a.w −w). Then one can check that f is a Gm-equivariant isomorphism
of V -torsors. The only Gm-stable point in V is the zero element by the assumption of a. So W
has a unique Gm-stable point. Note that f is independent of the cohice of a. 
Proof of Proposition 5.3.5. Our field k is of characteristic zero, therefore satisfies the condition
in Lemma 5.3.6. The uniqueness of Gm-stable point in Λ follows from the uniqueness of Gm-
stable point in H1DR(Y, 1 + ~K). Now Λ is a projective limit of torsors Λn over the groups
H1DR(Y, (1 + ~K)/(1 + ~
nK)), ∀ n ≥ 1. Each connecting map Λn+1 ։ Λn is a torsor over the
abelian group H1DR(Y, ~
n
k) (~nk is regarded as an additive group), which is equipped with a
Gm-action of weight 2n. By induction on n, after finding the Gm-stable point at each step, we
can then apply Lemma 5.3.6 to lift it to a unique Gm-stable point at the next level. The result
of the proposition follows. 
5.4. Graded quantization of vector bundles: proof of Theorem 4.3.3. The proof of
Theorem 4.3.3 goes in the same way as that of Theorem 4.3.1 which is [6, Theorem 1.1], with
appropriate adjustments to incorporate the Gm-equivariant structures on the HC pairs and
torsors as in the proof of Theorem 4.2.2. We only sketch the key ingredients here. We adopt
the same notations in § 5.1.
By Lemma 5.2.6, we need to construct a graded transitive HC torsor PMr over the HC pair
〈Aut(D,Mr),Der(D,Mr)〉 which lifts the graded HC torsor PJ over 〈Aut(D)J ,Der(D)J 〉. As
discussed in [6, § 5], the lift can be divided into a chain of lifts of torsors
PMr = P ։ P2 ։ P1 ։ P0 = PJ
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corresponding to a chain of surjections
〈G, h〉։ 〈G2, h2〉։ 〈G1, h1〉։ 〈G0, h0〉
of graded HC pairs, where
〈G, h〉 = 〈Aut(D,Mr),Der(D,Mr)〉, 〈G0, h0〉 = 〈Aut(D)J ,Der(D)J 〉,
〈G2, h2〉 = 〈G, h〉/〈k
×,k〉 ∼= 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉 × 〈PGL~(r), pgl~(r)〉 (by (5.1.14)),
and
〈G1, h1〉 = 〈Aut(D)J ,Der(D)J 〉 × 〈PGL~(r), pgl~(r)〉.
By [6, Theorem5.1, (1)], a lift P1 of P0 = PJ to an ungraded transitive 〈G1, h1〉-torsor is of the
form
P1 = PJ × PPGL~(r), (5.4.1)
where PPGL~(r) is a flat PGL~(r)-torsor lifting the flat PGL(r)-torsor PP(E) associated to
P(E). In general, there can be many different such lifts of PP(E) equipped with various graded
structures. Among them there is a special one,
P0PGL~(r) := PP(E) ×PGL(r) PGL~(r), (5.4.2)
the pushforward torsor PP(E) via the natural embedding PGL(r)→ PGL~(r) which is equipped
with the graded structure induced from that of PP(E) and PGL~(r). The Gm-invariant flat
connection of PP(E) also extends uniquely to a Gm-invariant flat connection of P
0
PGL~(r)
. In
fact, when the flat connection on P(E) is strong, we can show that P0PGL~(r) with the canonical
flat connection is the only possible lift. To show this we need the following lemma, whose proof
is straightforward by the definition of strong flat connection and Cartan’s magic formula.
Lemma 5.4.1. For a strong flat connection of P(E) with the strong Gm-equivariant struc-
ture, denote by ∇ the induced flat connection on the associated vector bundle End0(E) =
EndSY (E)/SY . Then the induced Gm-action on the de Rham cohomology groups H
•
∇(Y, End
0(E))
is trivial.
Proposition 5.4.2. Given a strong flat connection on P(E), P0PGL~(r) is the unique (up to
isomorphism) graded flat PGL~(r)-torsor which lifts the graded flat PGL(r)-torsor PP(E).
Proof. The proof is by a similar inductive argument with respect to the order of ~ as in the proof
of Proposition 5.3.2. The only difference is that PGL~(r) is nonabelian. However, the relevant
torsor of all possible lifts of a flat PGL(r,K/~nK)-torsor to a flat PGL(r,K/~n+1K)-torsors
at each step is a torsor over the abelian group H1∇(Y, ~
nEnd0(E)), n ≥ 1. By strongness of
the flat connection and Lemma 5.4.1, the Gm-action on H
1
∇(Y, ~
nEnd0(E)) has positive weight.
Therefore Lemma 5.3.6 implies that there is a unique Gm-stable point in the torsor at each
step. The resulting flat PGL~(r)-torsor is exactly P
0
PGL~(r)
. 
Given a choice of P1, any lift P2 of P1 to a graded transitive 〈G2, h2〉-torsor is of the form
P2 = PD,M × PPGL~(r), where PD,M is a graded transitive 〈Aut(D,M),Der(D,M)〉-torsor
which lifts P0 = PJ . By Proposition 5.3.2, such PD,M always exists and is unique up to
isomorphism. So there is no obstruction at this step.
The last step is to lift the graded transitive 〈G2, h2〉-torsor P2 to a graded transitive 〈G, h〉-
torsor P = PMr . In fact, we have the isomorphism of Aut(D,Mr)-torsors
PMr
∼= PE ×PP(E) P2 (5.4.3)
corresponding to the canonical isomorphism of groups
Aut(D,Mr) ∼= GL(r)×PGL(r) Aut(D,Mr)/k
×
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due to (5.1.13). The Gm-action on P2 and the Gm-action on PP(E) extends uniquely to a Gm-
action on PMr by Aut(D,Mr)-torsor automorphisms. By part (3) of Theorem 5.1, [6], the
extension of the Aut(D,Mr)-torsor structure on PMr to the structure of a transitive HC torsor
over 〈G, h〉 is equivalent to the choice of an isomorphism T +(S~, Y )
∼
−→ 1rT (det(E)) of Picard
algebroids, which was denoted as 1r detΥ
+ in (4.3.5). Therefore to require that the Gm-action on
PMr to be compatible with the HC 〈G, h〉-torsor structure is equivalent to requiring
1
r detΥ
+ to
be Gm-equivariant. Therefore we have the following graded analogue of the part (3) of Theorem
5.1, [6], which completes the proof of Theorem 4.3.3.
Lemma 5.4.3. Given a lift of a graded transitive 〈G2, h2〉-torsor P2 to a ungraded transitive
〈G, h〉-torsor PMr , the graded structure of P2 lifts to a graded structure on PMr which in-
duces the given graded structure on E, if and only if the associated isomorphism 1r detΥ
+ :
T +(S~, Y )
∼
−→ 1rT (det(E)) of graded Picard algebroids in (4.3.5) is Gm-equivariant. Such
lifting, if exists, is unique.
6. Quantization of Lagrangian subvarieties with group actions
6.1. Equivariant quantization of Lagrangian subvarieties. We consider quantizations in
the presence of group actions. Suppose we are in the setting of § 3.3. We assume that the
G-action β lifts to a G-action β~ on the graded quantization S~ which commutes with the
C×-action. For instance, such a lift always exists under the assumptions of Corollary 3.3.2. Let
Y be a graded Lagrangian subvariety of X. Now assume there is an algebraic subgroup K of
G with Lie algebra k, such that the restriction β|K of the G-action β to K-action preserves the
ideal subsheaf IY ⊂ SX . We will simply say that Y is preserved by the β|K .
Suppose E is a graded vector bundle of rank r over Y satisfying the condition in Theorem
4.3.3, so that it admits a unique graded quantization E~. We are interested in the case when E~
admits a K-action which is compatible with β~|K , the restriction of the quantum G-action β~
to K-action.
Definition 6.1.1. A K-equivariant structure, or simply a K-action, on a graded quantization
E~ of (Y,E) is a K-action α~ on E~, such that
(K1) α~ commutes with the Gm-action and the K-module structure.
(K2) The module structure map S~ ⊗ E~ → E~ is K-equivariant, where the K-action on S~
is given by β~|K and the K-action on S~ is given by α~.
Note that if such an α~ exists, then it descends to a K-action α on E compatible with the
K-action β|K and the Gm-equivariant structure. Conversely, when E is equipped with such a
K-action α , it is natural to ask if this action lifts to a K-equivariant structure on E~. Note that
the K-action β~|K preserves the ideal JY ⊂ S~ and descends to a K-action on T (S~, Y ) via the
isomorphisms (4.1.3), which is still denoted by β~|K . TheK-action on Y induces aK-equivariant
structure on the canonical bundleKY which commutes with the natural Gm-action on KY . This
leads to a K-equivariant structure on the graded Picard algebroid T (S~, Y ) +
1
2T (KY ). It
can be shown that the isomorphism v : T +(S~, Y )
∼
−→ T (S~, Y ) +
1
2T (KY ) in (4.1.8) is
K-equivariant.
Proposition 6.1.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.3.3, suppose E is a graded vector
bundle over Y with a strong Gm-action and E~ is a graded quantization of E. Let α be any
K-action on E such that it commutes with the Gm-action on E. Then
(1) The K-action α on E can be lifted to a K-equivariant structure α~ on E~ if and only
if the associated morphism of graded Picard algebroids Υ+ : T +(S~, Y ) → T (E) is
K-equivariant. Here the K-action on the right hand side is the adjoint action induced
by α, where the K-action on the T +(S~, Y ) is defined as above.
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(2) The sufficient and necessary condition in part (1) is equivalent to the following require-
ments that,
(a) the isomorphism 1r detΥ
+ : T +(S~, Y )→
1
rT (det(E)) in (4.3.5) is K-equivariant;
(b) the flat connection on P(E) as in Theorem 4.3.3 is K-equivariant with respect to
the K-action on P(E) induced from that on E.
(3) If the condition in part (1) or the conditions in part (2) are fulfilled, then the K-
equivariant structure α~ is unique (up to graded automorphisms of E~ as S~-module
intertwining the projection E~ ։ E).
Proof. Part (2) follows from (4.3.6) and discussions there. We only need to show the conditions
in part (2) imply the conclusion in part (2). In other words, we need to lift the K-action
on PJ induced by β~|K and the K-action α on E to a K-action on the transitive graded
〈Aut(D,Mr),Der(D,Mr)〉-torsor PMr , such that it commutes with the Gm-action on PMr .
By the discussions in § 4.3, this amounts to lifting the K-action from PJ and E to P1, P2 and
P = PMr successively. We also need to show that all the lifts are unqiue to verify part (3).
By Proposition 5.4.2, passing from PJ to P1 is equivalent to lifting theK-action on the graded
flat PGL(r)-torsor associated to P(E) satisfying requirement (2b) to the graded flat PGL~(r)-
torsor P0PGL~(r) defined in (5.4.2). Since P
0
PGL~(r)
= PP(E) ×PGL(r) PGL~(r), it is immediate
that the K-action on PP(E) extends uniquely to a K-action on P
0
PGL~(r)
which commutes with
the PGL~(r)-action. Therefore we obtain the desired K-action on P1 = PJ × PPGL~(r).
Next, we need to show that the K-action on P1 lifts to a unqiue K-action on the 〈G2, h2〉-
torsor P2 = PD,M × PPGL~(r) which commutes with the Gm-action. This amounts to lifting
the K-action on PJ to a K-action on PD,M. This follows from a similar cocycle argument
as in the proof of Proposition 5.3.4. The main difference is that we do not require K to
be reductive in this case. The compatibility with the Gm-action already enforces the cocycle
condition automatically, since the only Gm-equivariant automorphism of the HC torsor PD,M
which intertwines the projection PD,M ։ PJ is the identity map by Lemma 5.3.3. For the same
reason, the lifted K-action is unique. Therefore we obtain the desired K-action on P2. This
K-action together with the K-action on E provides a K-action on PMr by Aut(D,Mr)-torsor
automorphisms, via the isomorphism (5.4.3). Finally, the requirement (2a) ensures that the
K-action is also compatible with the 〈G, h〉-torsor structure.

Remark 6.1.3. For applications in orbit method, we need a slightly more general setting in which
K is not necessarily a subgroup of G. Suppose there is a group homomorphism J : K → G
which induces an inclusion of Lie algebras j : k →֒ g. Then the adjoint action of K on g
via J is compatible with j and (G,K) is a pair in the sense of [68, Definition 5.12]. In this
case, Definition 6.1.1 and Proposition 6.1.2 are still valid without any change. We only need to
redefine β|K and β~|K as the K-actions via J : K → G without changing the notations. This
also applies § 6.2 below.
6.2. Hamiltonian quantization of Lagriangian subvarieties. Suppose we are in the set-
ting of § 6.1 and Proposition 6.1.2. Note that there can be many different K-action α on E
which induce the same adjoint action on T (E). We now put an extra restriction on the choice
of α in the presence of a quantized moment map (see Definition 6.2.2 below). Consider the sit-
uation where (X,ω) admits a Hamiltonian G-action β that commutes with the Gm-action as in
§ 3.4. Let S~ be a graded quantization of X. Now suppose there exists a quantum Hamiltonian
G-action β~ on S~ together with a quantized moment map µ
∗
~ : Ug~ → Γ(X,S~) which lifts the
classical moment map µ : X → g∗. For instance, this true under the conditions of Proposition
3.4.4. Let Y be a graded Lagrangian subvariety as before. We make the following assumptions
on Y , µ and β:
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(M) The image of k under µ∗ : Sg→ Γ(X,SX ) lies in Γ(X,IY ).
Remark 6.2.1. The condition (M) together with the definition of moment map and the La-
grangian condition force IY to be preserved by the infinitesimal action dβ|K of k. However,
we do not assume K is connected. Therefore the assumption that β|K preserves IY is not
redundant.
Recall that in 3.4 we identify g with ~−1g. Now the Lie algebra ~−1g acts on E~ via µ
∗
~ :
~−1g → Γ(X,S~) and the S~-module structure of E~. This action restricts to a Lie algebra
action of k on E~, which lifts the infinitesimal action of k on Y . Therefore k also acts on
(iY )∗E ∼= E~/~E~ or simply E. To unload notations, we will denote both actions on E~ and E
by µk := µ
∗
~|k. For the remaining part of this section, we shall compare the two k-actions dα~
and µk on E~.
Definition 6.2.2. We say that (E~, α~, µ
∗
~) is a (graded) Hamiltonian quantization of (Y,E) if,
besides (K1) and (K2) in 6.1.1, the following additional condition is satisfied:
(K3) The two k-actions dα~ and µk on E~ coincide.
We want to find natural criteria for the condition (K3). Let ĴY be the completion of JY along
Y . Let Der(S~)JY be the sheaf of derivations of S~ which preserves JY and let D̂er(S~)JY
be its completion along Y . Set Der(S~, E~) to be the sheaf of derivations of E~ as S~-module.
Then there is a commutative diagram of graded sheaves of Lie algebras over Y
0 K ~−1ĴY D̂er(S~)JY 0
0 K⊕ End0∇(E) Der(S~, E~) Der(D)J 0,
(6.2.1)
which is the localization of the diagram (5.1.10) with respect to the HC torsor PJ . Here K
is the constant sheaf with coefficient K over Y and End0∇(E) is the sheaf of flat sections of
End0(E) with respect to ∇. For any Z ∈ k, µk(Z) is a section of ~
−1ĴY . Therefore a necessary
condition for (K3) to hold is that dα~(Z), which is a priori a section of Der(S~, E~), is a section
of ~−1ĴY for any Z ∈ k. We can regard dα~(Z) as an Aut(D,Mr)-invariant vector field on the
torsor PMr . Its projection to the PGL~(r)-torsor PPGL~(r), which appears in (5.4.1), is the
vector field ξZ generated by Z via the k-action induced by dα~. By the decomposition (5.1.11),
dα~(Z) is a section of ~
−1ĴY if and only if ξZ is horizontal with respect to the flat connection of
PPGL~(r). In this situation, we say that the action on the flat torsor is horizontal. In particular,
the induced k-action on P(E) is also horizontal with respect to the flat connection of P(E).
Conversely, starting with a horizontal K-action on P(E), the unique extended K-action on
the special PGL~(r)-torsor P
0
PGL~(r)
is also horizontal with respect to the flat connection on
P0PGL~(r).
Now assume that the K-action on PPGL~(r) is horizontal, so that both dα~(Z) and µk(Z) lie
in the Gm-invariant part of Γ(Y, ~
−1ĴY ), for any Z ∈ k. Moreover, both their images under the
projection ~−1ĴY → D̂er(S~)JY coincide with dβ~(Z). Thus the map ρ := dα~−µk has images
in the Gm-invariant part H
0
DR(Y,k) of H
0
DR(Y,K). By Definition 6.1.1 of α~ and Definition
3.4.1 of quantized moment map, it is standard to check that ρ : k → k defines a Lie algebra
homomorphism.
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Note that we have a commutative diagram of short exact sequences of graded sheaves of Lie
algebras
0 K ~−1ĴY D̂er(S~)JY 0
0 SY T
+(S~, Y ) TY 0,
ϕY
δ
(6.2.2)
where the middle vertical map is the quotient map modulo ~−1Ĵ 2Y as in (4.1.3). The leftmost
vertical map is the composition of the natural projection K→ k and the embedding k →֒ SY ,
which is injective when restricted to the Gm-invariant part k ⊂ K. Therefore ρ is in fact
determined by the descent of dα~ and µk to T
+(S~, Y ) via the map ϕY . The former can be
identified with a strong k-action on 1rT (det(E)) via detΥ
+ : T +(S~, Y )
∼
−→ 1rT (det(E)). The
latter is still denoted by µk.
We want to find natural conditions under which ρ = 0. Of course this can be ensured by
assuming k = [k, k]. However, we are mainly interested in the case whenK is the complexification
of a maximal compact subgroup KR of a real reductive Lie group GR, so that k might have a
nontrivial center. We restrict ourselves to the case when S~ has a even structure, i.e., there is
a Gm-equivariant involutory anti-automorphism ǫ of S~ which sends ~ to −~. By Proposition
3.4.4, we can assume that the quantum Hamiltonian G-action β~ on S~ and the quantized
moment map µ∗~ are symmetrized with respect to ǫ.
By Proposition 3.2.4, we have Per(S~) = ω1(S~) = 0. Thus equation (4.1.9) implies that
the image of At(S~, Y ) in H
2
DR(Y ) vanishes. In fact, we will show below that T (S~, Y ) is
isomorphic to the trivial Picard algebroid in this case. Since the involution ǫ on S~ descends
to the identity map on SX , it preserves the ideal sheaves JY , J
′
Y and J
2
Y and therefore the
involution ǫ˜ on ~−1S~ (introduced in § 3.4) also preserves
1
~
JY ,
1
~
J ′Y and
1
~
J 2Y . Therefore ǫ˜
descends to an involution on 1
~
JY /
1
~
J 2Y of Gm-equivariant Lie algebra automorphisms, which is
still denoted as ǫ˜. Moreover, ǫ˜ is SY -linear with respect to the symmetrized product • defined
in (4.1.5). The −1-eigensubsheaf of ǫ˜ is exactly SY ∼= ~SY . Therefore T (S~, Y ) splits into a
direct sum SY ⊕ TY . In particular, the class At(S~, Y ) vanishes. Since ǫ˜ is Gm-equivariant,
the splitting also preserves the Gm-equivariant structure. In summary, we have the following
lemma.
Lemma 6.2.3. Suppose (S~, ǫ) is an even graded quantization of (X,ω). Then T (S~, Y ) is
isomorphic (as graded Picard algebroids) to the trivial Picard algebroid SY ⊕TY with the obvious
Gm-action.
We can also regard ǫ˜ as an involution on T +(S~, Y ) via the isomorphism s : T (S~, Y ) →
T +(S~, Y ), but it is not linear with respect to the SY -module structure on T
+(S~, Y ). Set
⋆ := −ǫ˜, then ⋆ is a Gm-equivariant involution on T
+(S~, Y ) satisfying
⋆ ([∂1, ∂2]) = −[⋆∂1, ⋆∂2], ⋆(f∂) = f(⋆∂)− ∂˜(f), ⋆(1) = 1, and ⋆˜∂ = −∂˜, (6.2.3)
for any local sections ∂1, ∂2, ∂ of T
+(S~, Y ) and local sections f of SY , where ∂˜ denotes the
image of ∂ in TY . Here we are using the SY -module structure of T
+(S~, Y ). In fact, the
existence of such ⋆ characterizes the Picard algebroid 12T (KY ). By [14, §2.4], there is also a
canonical involution E on the Picard algebroid 12T (KY ) satisfying the same property (6.2.3)
as ⋆. We have the following reformulation of Lemma 6.2.3.
Lemma 6.2.4. Suppose (S~, ǫ) is an even graded quantization of (X,ω). Then there exists a
unique Gm-equivariant isomorphism T
+(S~, Y ) ∼=
1
2T (KY ) of graded Picard algebroids which
intertwines ⋆ with the canonical involution E on 12T (KY ).
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The symmetrized condition on µ∗~ gives
⋆ [µk(Z)] = −µk(Z) in T
+(S~, Y ), ∀ Z ∈ k ∼= ~
−1k ⊂ ~−1g. (6.2.4)
By Lemma 6.2.4, there exists a unique Gm-equivariant isomorphism T
+(S~, Y ) ∼=
1
2T (KY ) of
graded Picard algebroids which intertwines ⋆ and the involution E on 12T (KY ). Moreover, the
canonical strong k-action on 12T (KY ) induced by β|K (restricted to Y ) also satisfies an equality
similar to (6.2.4). This implies that the isomorphism intertwines the strong k-actions.
For any graded Picard algebroid T equipped with a strong k-action that commutes with the
Gm-action, set Autk(T ) to be the group of Picard algebroid automorphisms of T that commute
with the strong k-action and the Gm-action. Note that, with respect to the natural strong k-
actions on T (KY ) and
1
2T (KY ) induced by β|K , we have a canonical group isomorphism
Autk(T (KY )) ∼= Autk(
1
2T (KY )) via the canonical isomorphism
1
2T (KY )+
1
2T (KY )
∼= T (KY )
of Picard algebroids. We finally arrive at the following main result of this section.
Theorem 6.2.5. Suppose (S~, ǫ, β~, µ
∗
~) is a symmetrized G-Hamiltonian quantization of a
graded symplectic variety (X,ω, β, µ). Let E be a graded vector bundle of rank r over Y equipped
with a compatible K-action α, such that P(E) is equipped with a strong flat connection. Then
there exists a graded quantization E~ of E equipped with a K-equivariant structure α~, such that
(E~, α~, µ
∗
~) is a Hamiltonian quantization of (Y,E), if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(1) the K-action on P(E) is horizontal with respect to the strong flat connection;
(2) there exists an isomorphism 12T (KY )
∼
−→ 1rT (det(E)) of graded Picard algebroids which
intertwines the natural strong k-action on 12T (KY ) induced by β and the strong k-action
on 1rT (det(E)) induced by α.
In this case, the set of isomorphism classes of (E~, α~) with the fixed E is in bijection with the
set of isomorphisms in (2), which is a torsor over the group Autk(T (KY )).
Remark 6.2.6. All the results so far can be generalized to families of Lagrangian subvarieties
without any change in the arguments. We leave the details to interested readers.
7. Quantization of nilpotent orbits
7.1. Quantization of complex orbits. From now on, we set k = C and G to be a complex
semisimple with Lie algebra g. Therefore Gm = C
×. Any coadjoint orbit O in g∗ is naturally a
smooth symplectic variety equipped with a G-invariant algebraic symplectic form ω. Suppose
O is nilpotent, then it has a C×-action such that t.ω = t2ω by [18](see also § 2.4). So we are in
the setting of § 3.2. However, O is far from satisfying the admissibility condition (3.1.2), so we
cannot directly apply Theorem 3.1.2 and Proposition 3.2.4 to construct quantization of (O, ω).
The key observation made by Losev in [50] is that O can be embedded as an open subvariety
into some smooth symplectic variety that is strongly admissible in the sense of Definition 3.2.6.
Namely, take X = Spec(C[O]). This is an affine Poission variety which is the normalization of
the closure O of O in g∗ ([18]). It was shown in [61] and [37] that X is a conical symplectic
singularity in the sense of Beauville ([13]). We have the following result about general symplectic
singularities ([50, Prop. 2.3])
Proposition 7.1.1. Let X be a symplectic singularity. Then there is a birational projective
morphism ρ : X˜ → X such that X˜ satisfies the following properties:
(a) X˜ is an irreducible normal Poisson variety which has symplectic singularieties.
(b) X˜ is Q-factorial.
(c) X˜ has terminal singularities.
(d) If additionally X is conical, then X˜ admits a C×-action such that ρ is C×-equivariant.
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The form ρ∗ω extends to a symplectic form on the smooth part X˜reg of X˜ , still denoted as
ω. Such a X˜ is called a Q-factorial terminalization of X. Under the assumption (a), Namikawa
[54] showed that (c) is equivalent to the condition that codimC(X˜ − X˜
reg, X˜) ≥ 4. Then the
proof of [55, Lemma 12] shows that
Proposition 7.1.2. If X is affine, then H i(X˜reg,SX˜) = 0 for i = 1, 2.
Therefore (X˜reg, ω) is strongly admissible as a smooth symplectic variety in the sense of
(3.2.6). Then one can consider graded quantizations of (X˜reg, ω) using Corollary 3.2.5. More-
over, if i : X˜reg →֒ X˜ denotes the embedding, [17, Proposition 3.4] shows that the functors
i∗ and i
∗ give a bijection between isomorphism classes of graded quantization of X˜reg and X˜.
Therefore graded quantizations of X˜ are classified by H2(X˜reg,C). It is shown in [50, §3.2] that
any such quantization S˜~ gives a filtered quantization A of the Poisson algebra C[X] by taking
C×-finite global sections and setting ~ = 1. Conversely any filtered quantization of C[X] arises
in this way.
Back to the case when X = SpecC[O]. We will focus on the unique (up to isomorphisms)
even quantization (S˜~, ǫ) of X˜
reg since they are related to Vogan’s Conjecture 2.3.2. Propo-
sition 3.4.4 ensures a symmetrized quantum Hamiltonian G-action on S~ equipped with the
quantized moment map µ∗~ : Ug~ → Γ(X˜
reg, S˜~). The evaluation of µ
∗
~ at ~ = 1 gives an al-
gebra homomorphism Φ : Ug → A, which makes A into a Dixmier algebra. Set JO := ker Φ,
then [50, Lemma 3.7] shows that JO is a multiplicity-free complete prime primitive ideal of Ug,
such that its associated variety is O. In particular, A is a Harish-Chandra bimodule of G with
infinitesimal character, denoted by λO.
Remark 7.1.3. Note that Losev did not require his quantized moment map in [50] to be sym-
metrized, but it is important for us to have a symmetrized one for the discussions in § 7.2.
The restriction S~ := S˜~|O of S˜~ to the open subset O is again an even quantization of
(O, ω), equipped with the restriction of ǫ which is still denoted by the same symbol. Moreover,
the composition of the symmetrized quantized moment map µ∗~ for S˜~ and the restriction map
Γ(X˜reg, S˜~) → Γ(O,S~) gives a symmetrized quantized moment map for S~. When O is a
birationally rigid orbit in the sense of [50, §4.1], it was shown in [50, Prop. 4.4] that X˜ = X
and H2(Xreg,C) = 0. Therefore there is one unique quantization S~ of X
reg which is even.
Remark 7.1.4. For a non-birationally rigid orbits, or even more generally, any affine variety
with conical symplectic singuarities, Losev [50] has classified all the quantization of its algebra
of regular functions as a Poisson algebra and showed that the parameter space is isomorphic
to the parameter space of Poisson deformations. We will focus on the birational rigid case, but
it is also possible to apply the family versions of our results in § 6 to the general case, where a
general nilpotent orbit fits into a family of (non-nilpotent) coadjoint orbits.
7.2. Quantization of K-orbits. Suppose that GR is a real reductive Lie group of Harish-
Chandra class. In particular, the adjoint action of K on g is inner. Let G = Gad be the adjoint
group of g, then G is a connected semsimple complex Lie group. Moreover, the adjoint action
of K gives a group homomorphism J : K → G which satisfies the assumption in Remark 6.1.3.
Let Op = K · x ⊂ p
∗ ∼= p be a nilpotent K-orbit. Then O := G · x is the unique G-orbit in
g∗ ∼= g containing Op due to our assumption on the group GR. By [68, Prop. 5.16, Cor. 5.20],
Op is a closed smooth Lagrangian subvariety of O. Let (S~, ǫ) be the even quantization of O
as constructed in § 7.1, which is equipped with a unique symmetrized quantum Hamiltonian
G-action β~ and a symmetrized quantized moment map µ
∗
~ : Ug~ → Γ(X,S~). Recall that
Vogan’s Conjecture 2.3.2 concerns a vector bundle of the form Vχ determined by any irreducible
representation (χ, Vχ) of the stablizer K
x satisfying (2.3.2) via (2.3.3). By § 2.4, the vector
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bundle Vχ can be equipped with a C
×-action which commutes with the K-action. The C×-
action is only unique up to a degree shift, but note that different choices lead to the same
C×-action on the Picard algebroid T (det(Vχ)), i.e., the one induced from the canonical C
×-
action on the canonical bundle KOp . By Remark 4.2.3, this ambiguity does not affect our
discussion of graded quantization of Vχ. Again we use r to denote the rank of Vχ.
Remark 7.2.1. Comparing the definition of admissible orbit data (2.3.2) and condition (2) of
Theorem 6.2.5, one immediately sees the similarity. It should not be a surprise. Vogan proved
that admissible orbit data are the right candidates for classical limits of representations ([68,
Thm. 8.7]) by analyzing the first-order information (cf. [68, § 11]), which is essentially the same
as the arguments in the proof of Theorem 6.2.5.
Proposition 7.2.2. The vector bundles Vχ in Conjecture 2.3.2 are exactly the irreducible K-
equivariant graded vector bundles satisfying the conditions of Theorem 6.2.5 with respect to
(S~, ǫ). More precisely,
(1) the projectivization P(Vχ) is equipped with a unique strong flat connection, with respect
to which the induced K-action is horizontal, and
(2) there is a unique isomorphism 12T (KY )
∼
−→ 1rT (det(Vχ)) of graded Picard algebroids
which intertwines the natural strong k-action on 12T (KY ) and the induced strong k-
action on 1rT (det(Vχ)).
Conversely, any irreducible K-equivariant graded vector bundle satisfying the conditions of The-
orem 6.2.5 is of the form Vχ for some χ. Therefore the set of equivalence classes of χ satisfying
(2.3.2) is in bijection with the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible K-equivariant graded
vector bundles satisfying the conditions of Theorem 6.2.5.
Proof. The proof is almost straightforward. Given an admissible K-equivariant vector bundle
Vχ over the K-orbit Op, (2.3.2) implies that the projectivization P(Vχ) is equipped with a
unique flat connection with respect to which the K-action is horizontal. The infinitesimal
action induced by C×-action on Vχ satisfies the strongness condition at the base point x ∈ Op,
then by K-equivariance it is strong everywhere on Op. Again by (2.3.2) there is a graded
isomorphism 1rT (det(Vχ))
∼
−→ 12T (KY ) intertwining the strong k-actions. Since the K-action
on Op is transitive, such an isomorphism is unique.
Conversely, if E is a K-equivariant vector bundle satisfying the assumptions of Theorem
6.2.5, the condition (1) implies that the stablizer group Kx acts on the fiber Ex by scalars and
condition (2) implies that the scalars is exactly given by (2.3.2). 
By Proposition 7.2.2, we can apply Theorem 6.2.5 to S~ and the vector bundle E = Vχ over
Op, and conclude that there exists a unique Hamiltonian quantization E~ of (Op,Vχ). Let M~
be the C×-finite part of Γ(Op, E~). Then by Definition 6.2.2 of Hamiltonian quantization, M~
is a module over Ug~ with a compatible K-action such that M :=M~|~=1 is a (g,K)-module.
Now assume that Op is a Vogan orbit in the sense of Definition 2.3.1, i.e., codimC(∂Op,Op) ≥ 2.
Then C[Op] is a finitely generated algebra and therefore by [47, Lemma 3.2.1], Γ(Op, E) is a
finitely generated C[Op]-module. As a consequence, the grading on Γ(Op, E) is bounded from
below since the grading on C[Op] is nonnegative. Since the action of C
× on Γ(Op, E) is locally
finite, any eigenvector of the C×-action on Γ(Op, E) can be lifted to an eigenvector in Γ(Op, E~)
with the same eigenvalue. Thus we have canonical maps
M~/~M~ ∼= Γ(Op, E~)/~Γ(Op, E~) →֒ Γ(Op, E). (7.2.1)
Therefore we deduce thatM0 :=M~/~M~ is a finitely generated C[Op]-submodule of Γ(Op, E).
This implies that M0 is a finitely generated module over both C[O] and Sg. Now M has a
natural good filtration whose associated graded module is isomorphic to M0, we conclude that
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M is a finitely generated module over both A and Ug. Moreover, the K-action on Γ(Op, E) is
locally finite and by Frobenius reciprocity, the multiplicity of each irreducible finite dimensional
representation of K appearing in Γ(Op, E) is finite. Then by (7.2.1) again we see that M is
admissible (see [69, § 3.3]). Thus we have
Theorem 7.2.3. The (g,K)-module M constructed above from a Vogan orbit is an admissible
Harish-Chandra module of GR with a canonical good filtration (defined up to degree shift), such
that its associated variety is contained in Op.
Remark 7.2.4. The conclusion thatM is a Harish-Chandra module is in fact valid for any orbit,
which is not necessarily a Vogan orbit. Indeed,M is admissible since the K-action on Γ(Op, E)
is admissible. On the other hand, M is a module over A and therefore has an infinitesimal
character. Thus M is Harish-Chandra. On the other hand, when codimC(∂Op,Op) = 1, the
associated variety of M can be bigger than Op. See the example below. In this case we do not
get a canonical good filtration.
Example 7.2.5. Let GR = SL(2,R) and KR = SO(2,R). The nilpotent cone in p
∗ is the union
of the zero orbit and the two principal nilpotent K-orbits, denoted by OI and OII. The orbits OI
and OII are Lagrangian subvarieties of the nilpotent cone in g
∗ = sl(2,C)∗. The stablizer at any
point of the principal orbits is Z/2Z, so there are exactly two choices of admissible line bundles on
each of them. Picking either OI or OII, the quantization of the trivial K-equivariant line bundle
gives the (Harish-Chandra module of) the irreducible spherical principal series representation
of SL(2,R) with zero infinitesimal character. The corresponding associated variety is the entire
nilpotent cone in p∗. The quantization of the nontrivial line bundle gives the reducible principal
series representation of SL(2,R), which is the sum of two limits of discrete series representations.
The associated variety of this reducible representation is again the entire nilpotent cone, but
its irreducible components have associated varieties OI and OII respectively.
7.3. Nonvanishing result. In general, we can only conclude that the associated variety V(M)
ofM constructed in Proposition 7.2.3 satisfies V(M) ⊂ Op. The equality is preferable. We prove
the following result which is an analogue of [49, Lemma 4.5].
Proposition 7.3.1. Suppose that codimC(∂Op,Op) ≥ 3. Then the associated variety of the
Harish-Chandra module M is Op. If in addition the primitive ideal JO associated to O (see
§ 7.1) is maximal, then M is irreducible.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [49, Lemma 4.5]. Let Ûg~ := Ug~⊗̂
k[~]K be the ~-adic
completion of Ug~. Then the quantized moment map µ
∗
~ can also be regarded as an algebra
homomorphism Ûg~ → Γ(O,S~). Taking sheaf cohomology of the short exact sequence
0→ E~
·~
−→ E~ → E → 0
gives the exact sequence of Ûg~-modules,
0→ Γ(E~)/~Γ(E~)→ Γ(E)→ H
1(E~)
·~
−→ H1(E~)→ H
1(E), (7.3.1)
where all cohomology are taken over Op. By Step 2 of the proof of [49, Lemma 4.5], H
1(E) is
finitely generated over C[Op] and hence also finitely generated over C[g
∗] = Sg with support in
∂Op. The cohomology group H
1(E~) can be computed using Cˇech complex, which is ~-complete
and separated. By the same argument at the end of the proof of [34, Lemma 5.6.3], we can
conclude that H1(E~) is finitely generated over the Noetherian algebra Ûg~.
We claim that the kernel of multiplication map by ~ in H1(E~) is finitely generated over
Sg and supported on ∂Op. Once the claim is proven, the first and second conclusions follow
immediately. To prove the claim, we follow the argument in Step 6 of [49, Lemma 4.5]. For the
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benefit of the reader and ourselves, we sketch the argument for this exercise of linear algebra
here. To be honest, we are not confident that we could recall this simple argument in ten years
or even in one week. For any k ≥ 0, denote by Ker ~k (resp. Im ~k) the kernel (resp. the
image) of the multiplication map by ~k in H1(E~). Since H
1(E~) is finitely generated over Ûg~,
the ascending chain {Ker ~k}k≥1 of submodules terminates. Assume that Ker ~
k = Ker ~N for
some N > 0 and any k ≥ N . Then the descending chain {Ker ~ ∩ Im ~k}k≥0 of submodules
also terminates such that Ker ~ ∩ Im ~N = 0. Now for each k ≥ 0, we have isomorphisms of
Sg-modules
Ker ~k+1 + Im ~
Ker ~k + Im ~
∼
−−→
Ker ~k+1
(Ker ~k+1 ∩ Im ~) + Ker ~k
·~k
−−−→
Ker~ ∩ Im~k
Ker ~ ∩ Im ~k+1
.
Therefore {Ker ~∩Im~k}k≥0 gives a finite filtration of Ker ~ whose subquotients are subquotients
of H1(E~)/~H
1(E~), which is a submodule of the finitely generated Sg-module H
1(E) supported
on ∂Op. The claim follows.

Definition 7.3.2. We say that a nilpotentK-orbit Op is a tall orbit if it satisfies the assumption
codimC(∂Op,Op) ≥ 3 in Proposition 7.3.1. Otherwise Op is a short orbit.
Remark 7.3.3. Note that our construction only ensures an inclusion M~/~M~ →֒ Γ(Op, E),
while Vogan’s Conjecture 2.3.2 predicts that the inclusion is in fact a bijection. In the case
when GR is a complex group, our results also apply and give quantization of flat vector bundles
on GR-orbits. For a tall orbit, the K-types (or G-types) of the Harish-Chandra (bi)module
do coincide with that of the global sections of the vector bundle by [53]. The reason is that
H1(Op, E) = 0 in this case.
7.4. Admissible orbits of exceptional groups. Below we list the admissible nilpotent K-
orbits of all noncompact real forms of exceptional groups, which are included in birationally
rigid complex nilpotent orbits, and specify whether they are tall or short in the sense of 7.3.2.
Here by admissible we mean that the orbits are admissible under the simply connected cover
groups (In [59, 60] the terminology is sc-admissible). The closure diagrams of all nilpotent
K-orbits can be found in [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. We adopt the numbering of orbits from
these papers and give references to specific papers for each real group. The list of admissible
orbits can be found in [59, 60, 58]. A number with an asterisk means that the ambient complex
orbit is not special (in the sense of Lusztig [51]).
1. GI = G2(2): only two admissible orbits of (complex) dimensions 3 and 4 are included
in birationally rigid orbits (in fact rigid orbits in this case). Only the one of dimension
3 (the minimal orbit) is tall.
2. FI = F4(4): [22]
• tall orbits: 1, 2*, 3*, 4, 5
• short orbits: 13
3. FII = F4(−20): [22]
• tall orbits: 11
• short orbits: none
4. EI = E6(6): [25]
• tall orbits: class 1, 3*
• short orbits: class 11
5. EII = E6(2): [25]
• tall orbits: 1, 4*, 5*
• short orbits: 17
6. EIII = E6(−14): [25]
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• tall orbits: 1, 2
• short orbits: none
7. EIV = E6(−26): [25]. No admissible orbit is included in a birationally rigid complex
E6-orbit.
8. EV = E7(7): [24]
• tall orbits: 1, 2, 8*, 9*, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 24
• short orbits: 50
9. EVI = E7(−5): [26, 27]
• tall orbits: 1, 2, 3, 5*, 9, 10, 11, 16*, 18*
• short orbits: 17*, 27
10. EVII = E7(−25): [26, 27]
• tall orbits: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12
• short orbits: none
11. EVIII = E8(8): [28, 29]
• tall orbits: 1, 2, 6*, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12*, 13*, 17*, 22*
• short orbits: 23*, 24, 25, 31*, 32*, 38, 42, 43, 44
12. EIX = E8(−24): [23]
• tall orbits: 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5*, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16*, 26
• short orbits: 17*
7.5. Speculations.
1. For real classical groups, the tall orbits are very rare. Therefore Proposition 7.3.1 is not
enough. The analysis of the case of codimension 1 or 2 singularities will be studied in
the future.
2. By applying Saito’s theory of mixed Hodge modules to Beilinson-Bernstein realization
of Harish-Chandra modules using D-modules [14], Schmid and Vilonen [62] suggested
that there is a natural good filtration, so-called Hodge filtration, on each irreducible
Harish-Chandra module. They conjectured that this filtration should be closely related
to unitarity of the Harish-Chandra ([62, Conj 1.10]). On the other hand, the Harish-
Chandra module M constructed in our Theorem 7.2.3 also admits a natural filtration
induced from the C-action the orbit datum. We suspect that there is a close relationship
between these two geometrically defined filtrations. It is possible that they only differ
by a degree shift, at least when the ambient nilpotent G-orbit O is birationally rigid.
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